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ABSTRACT

Optical and Transport Properties of Nano-Objects

by

Lin-Yung Wang

This dissertation presents theoretical and experimental studies on the optical and

transport properties of selected nano-objects. The theoretical part of this work is

particularly devoted to the study of the optical spectra of quasi-1D gold nanopar-

ticle assemblies, single gold nanorod and its chiral dimer. The theoretical method

is based on the analytical and numerical solutions to the classical Maxwell’s equa-

tions. Specifically, quasi-1D gold nanoparticle assemblies of equal width comprising

nanoparticles with different sizes, the onset of the infinite chain limit and its associ-

ated energy are governed by the number of repeat units and not the overall length

of the polymer. Chiral, twisted, self-assembled gold nanorod dimers were modelled

by the finite-difference time-domain method. It is demonsrated through extensive

simulations that the lineshape of the scattering circular dichroism spectra of twisted

gold nanorod dimers is tuned through two major ways of symmetry breakings: size

mismatch and twistness. Finally, using single-molecule fluorescence microscopy, the

transport properties of an interesting surface-rolling molecule, nanocar, is character-

ized by means of its 2D diffusion coefficient and fraction of moving, which are in good

agreement with a 2D surface diffusion model. The findings presented in this thesis

bring deeper and more sophisticated understanding to the underlying mechanisms of

nanoscience.
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other repeat units to the same NL; therefore neither 10N1 nor 10N2

is meant to directly compare with their experimental counterparts. . . 87
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5.6 (A–C). Scattering spectra were recorded with incident LCP and RCP
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orientations of the highlighted AuNRs in (A–C) overlaid. (H) Percent
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

For centuries people have been fascinated by the phenomena resulting from the in-

teraction of light with nanoparticles [4]. Nowadays a broad range of applications have

emerged [5], including chemical and biological sensor [6,7], photovotaic devices [8,9],

photothermal cancer therapies [10–13], drug delivery agents [14], in vivo optical con-

trast agents [12, 15], Raman spectroscopy [16, 17], metamaterials [18–21], and high-

speed waveguides [22–24]; all of which have been demonstrated with nanoparticles

and their assemblies. The need to understand how the optical properties of nanoob-

jects are influenced by the structure, material, and arrangement of nanobjects at the

nanoscale has catalyzed a plethora of both experimental and theoretical works.

1.2 Background

The study of optical phenomena related to the electromagnetic response of metals,

which is the main subject of this thesis, led to the development of an emerging and

fast growing research field called plasmonics [5, 25]. More specifically we are focused

on the localized surface plasmons resonance (LSPR), which is the confined coherent

oscillation of surface electrons of nanoparticles upon the excitation of light. LSPR

should be distinguished from the surface plasmon polaritons, which is the propagating

modes at the interface of a metal. The electron gas on the surface of the nanostucture
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is driven by both the polarization of the incident light and the restoring force from the

positive core ions and forms a plasmonic oscillation. The particle thus behaves like

a damped harmonic oscillator and the corresponding resonance behavior determines

its overall optical properties [26,27].

The nanometer-sized gold and silver particles embeddd in the stained glass of old

churches exhibit vivid colors due to the LSPR. Another famous example of LSPR

is the Lycurgus Cup made by the Romans more than one thousand years ago [4].

Recent developments in wet chemistry synthesis of colloidal nanoparticles have made

it possible to tune the color of the LSPR across the visible spectrum, extending

to UV and even IR regimes, via tuing the shapes and coupling of the nanoparticle

assemblies. [28, 29]. The tunability of the LSPR via the shape has been predicted

almost 100 years ago by Gans [30] using a quasi-static polarizability of an ellipsoid.

Plasmon can also be tuned when two or more particles are in close proximity via

near-field plasmonic coupling [27,30–56].

An interesting spatial arrangement of nanoparticle assemblies is realized when they

are chiral. The non-zero differential interaction of the chiral assembly interacting with

left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized light is known as circular dichroism

(CD) [57]. Recently much progress has been made in the development of chiral

nanomaterials with remarkably large CD effects [17–19, 41, 58–64]. Gold nanorods

are particularly simple achiral nanoscale building blocks that can be assembled into

chiral systems with large chiroptical activity.
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1.3 Specific Aims

The objective of this work is to both theoretically and experimentally characterize the

optical properties of quasi-1D assemblies of metal nanoparticle assemblies, nanorod

and its chiral dimer. The surface diffusion properties of nanocars are also studied

with a single-molecule fluorescence video microscopy method.

1.4 Overview

This thesis contains chapters that are based on published/submitted journal articles

that are relevant to the research topics [56,65–69]. In chapter 2 analytical and numeri-

cal methods to solve Maxwell’s equations will be reviewed, derived and demonstrated.

In chapter 3, a quasi 1D assemblies of nanoparticles termed plasmonic polymers are

characterized using the generalized Mie theory. The width, length and number of

repeat unit in the plasmonic polymer will be systematically compared. In chapter 4,

finite-difference time-domain calculations will be ultilized as a power tool to calcu-

late the absorption and scattering spectra of individual gold nanorods and match the

results from experiments. In chapter 5, finite-difference time-domain simulation will

again be used to calculate the circular dichroism spectra of chiral twisted side-by-side

gold nanorod dimer. The experimental geometries will also be calculated and com-

pared to the measurements. In the last chapter, chapter 6, a surface-rolling molecule

called nanocar will be imaged with a single-molecule fluorescence microscope to ex-

tract the dependence of its mobility with respect to its structural component and

geometry.
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Chapter 2

Computational Approaches for Nanophotonics

In this chapter, we introduce and review some analytical and numerical approaches

towards the calculation of the optical properties of metal nanoparticles and their as-

semblies. These particles are large enough to be considered classically so quantum

mechanical treatments are typically not necessary. Therefore the methods dicsussed

in this chapter are originated from the solution to the classical Maxwell’s equations

under the boundary conditions defined by the shape of the nanostructures and serve

as powerful tools to understand the underlying physics befind the fruitful phenomena

of metal nanoparticles. We begin with a classical picture of light-matter interaction

and then discuss the energy-dependent dielectric properties of selected metals. Next

we introduce Mie theory as a first attempt to understand the optical properties of

simplest, isotropic nanoparticles with a spherical shape. The analytical expression of

optical cross sections (absorption, scattering and extinction) are derived with full mul-

tipoles and under dipolar, quasi-static approximations. The electric field enhencement

map and the surface charge density plot are calculated, too, as an example of mode

identification and proofs of concept for plasmon-enhancement spectroscopy. The so-

lutions of anisotropic nanorods are derived to cover the polarization dependence of

the nanorod spectra. After covering single particles, we introduce the generalized

Lorenz-Mie theory to discuss the coupled plasmonic systems. A 10-particle silver

chain is calculated as an example to illustrate different modes in the coupled 1D

sphere chains. Detailed implementation of generalized Mie theory in Fortran codes
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Figure 2.1 : Illustration of light-nanoparticle interaction. The light can be elastically
scattered (green sinusoidal wave) or absorbed (blue line). The absorbed photons can
re-emit as photoluminescence just like molecular fluorescence (red sinusoidal wave).
If fluorescent or Ramam-active molecules are nearby, their emission can be enhanced
via SERS process or other mechanisms.

and execution on a cluster machine is also provided. Finally we reviewed some nu-

merical approaches to the Maxwell’s equations and use finite-difference time-domain

method to benchmark the calculations of some representative nanostructures suchs

as hemi-spherically capped cylinders (nanorod) and its dimer.

2.1 Optical Properties of Metal Nanoparticles

2.1.1 Plasmonics

Plasmons can be viewed as (bosonic) elementary excitations in a metallic solid.

With electromagnetic radiation incident upon a plasmonic nanoparticle, photons can

be absorbed by the nanoparticle and transferred into heat and luminescence, or they

can be scattered in all directions (Figure 2.1). Both processes can be quantified by

the absorption and scattering cross sections (σabs and σscat), which are defined as the
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Figure 2.2 : Illustration of a localized surface plasmon for a spherical nanoparti-
cle. The surface electrons oscillates with the direction of the electric field E of the
incoming light.

effective area over which the nanoparticle absorbs or scatters light. At the resonance

maximum, a plasmonic nanoparticle can absorb and scatter light from a much larger

area than its physical size. The sum of these two processes is termed extinction and

characterizes the total loss that the incident radiation undergoes. The optical cross

sections of the nanoparticles as a function of energy, i.e. spectra, are dominated by

the localized surface plasmon resonance. The peak position and the width of this

resonance are determined by the size and shape of the nanoparticle as well as the

dielectric surrounding environment (εm = n2
m).

2.1.2 Dielectric Functions

Drude assumed a microscopic description of the electron dynamics in a metal in

classical terms, and obtained the equation of motion of a damped harmonic oscillator
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where the electrons are moving between heavier, immobile background ions [70,71]:

me
∂2r

∂t2
+meγd

∂r

∂t
= qeE0exp[−iωt] (2.1)

where γd describes the phenomenological damping term, me the effective free electron

mass, qe the charge of an electron and ω and E0 are the frequency and amplitude

of the applied electric field, respectively. Equation 2.1 can be solved by its ansatz,

assuming r(t) = r0exp[−iωt] and directly leads to the frequency-dependent dielectric

function of Drude form [70,71]:

ε(ω) = ε∞ −
ω2
p

ω2 + iγdω
(2.2)

where ωp =
√

4πneq2e/me is the plasma frequency, ε∞ describes the background per-

mittivity and ne = 3/(4πr3s) (rs = 0.16 nm for gold and silver) is the electron den-

sity [70, 71]. In a material described solely as a free electron gas, the background

permittivity ε∞ is equal to 1 but for plasmonic materials such as gold or silver, a

much better agreement with the tabulated experimental data for visible and near-IR

regimes is achieved when the polarizabilities of the background ions are included with

ε∞ ∼ 9 for gold and ε∞ ∼ 6 for silver [1, 71].

Dielectric functions for plasmonic nanomaterials can be either obtained from first

principle, quantum mechanical calculation [72] or from experiments [1]. In this the-

sis we use the experimentally-measured tablulated values unless specified otherwise.

Figure 2.3 show the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric functions of gold and

silver from measurements [1] and a Drude model fit∗. It can be referred from the

∗It is noted that in the original Johnson and Christy PRB (1072) paper, these dielectric functions

are tabulated in the form of refractive index and absorption coefficient as a function of energy (in eV).

The relationship between the refractive index and dielectric constant is ε = ε1+ iε2 = n2 = (ñ+ ik̃)2.

The real and imaginary part of ε is ε1 = ñ2 − k̃2 and ε2 = 2ñk̃
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figure that the treatment of a free electron gas model already provides quite accu-

rate results for the optical properties of plasmonic metals in the infrared region, but

since higher-energy photons can also promote bound electrons from lower-lying bands

into the conduction band (termed interband transitions, for example, d-bands to sp-

bands), the Drude model becomes inaccurate for the visible and UV regime, as shown

in Figure 2.3 (B) and (D). This result suggests that the dielectric function of these

metals (and for most metals as well) can be more accurately described by a sum of

three components

ε(ω) = ε∞ + εinterband(ω) + εintraband(ω) (2.3)

While the intraband transitions can be well described using the Drude model, the

interband transitions are normally accounted for with Lorentz oscillators [30, 44, 71].

The modified Lorentz-Drude model is therefore writen as

ε(ω) ∼ ε∞ −
ω2
p

ω2 + iγdω
−

NLor∑
u=1

∆εLuω
2
Lu

ω2 + 2iγLu − ω2
Lu

(2.4)

where u is the number of Lorentz oscillators and ωLu and γLu are the uth Lorentzian

frequency and decay constant, respectively, and ∆εLu weigns the relative importance

of nth term. A very accurate fit of Lorentz-Drude model to the measured dielectric

function requires many n terms but reasonable good fit can still be obtained with u =

2 for most of the plasmonic metals like gold and silver and even for poor metals such

as Al, Ga, In, Sn, Tl, Pb, and Bi [44]. The Lorentz-Drude parameters for gold, silver

and aluminum (plasmonic metals of interest in this thesis) are summarized in table 2.1

[44, 71]. The Lorentz-Drude model is particularly useful in the theoretical modelling

of plasmonic nanostructures because the experimentally acquired dielectric functions

are in fact sparse and associated with errors, resulting in zig-zag interpreted lines as

a function of energy of wavelength (Figure 2.3). These experimental artifacts could
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Table 2.1 : Drude-Lorentz parameters for of Au, Ag and Al (equation 2.4)

Metal ε∞ ~ωp ~γd ~ωL1 ~ωL2 ~γL1 ~γL2 ∆εL1 ∆εL2

Ag 1.256 9.219 0.000 5.456 2.014 0.133 0.407 2.244 0.187

Au 5.513 9.013 0.000 3.658 2.833 0.714 0.399 1.857 1.004

Al 1.000 14.344 0.651 1.645 3.933 0.203 0.036 4.283 0.069

induce ghost peaks which shouldn’t have existed in the calculated spectra, especially

in the time-domain calculation, in which the energy-dependent dielectric function

needs to be Fourier transformed into the time domain [73]. In the following sections

we apply the metal dielectric functions to the calculation of the optical properties of

plasmonic nanostructures.

2.2 Classical Electromagnetic Solutions to Plasmonics

2.2.1 Mie theory

For spherically-shaped nanoparticles, the far-field spectrum can be analytically cal-

culated by solving Maxwell’s equations using a series expansion of spherical harmonic

wave equations, known as the Mie theory [30, 74]. The original Mie publication in

1908 also covers the solution of an infinitely long cylinders [30, 74]. Mie theory can

not only successfully explained the color of the stained glass, which is doped with

nanometer-sized gold particles, but also provides accurate phenomenal predictions to

the scattering of airborne aerosol and interstellar dust. A historical remark of Mie

theory can be found in this article [75].
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The Mie solution is composed of different multipolar order modes l, from the lowest

dipolar (l = 1) and quadrupolar (l = 2) modes to higher order multipoles (l = Lmax).

For a nanoparticle of diameter d = 2R with a frequency-dependent complex dielectric

function ε(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω) = n2 embedded in a medium of permittivity εm = n2
m

and interacting with a plane wave light of wavelength λ0, the expressions for the

scattering σscat and extinction cross sections σext are [30]

σscat =
2πR2

x2

∞∑
l=1

(2l + 1)|a2l |+ |b2l | (2.5)

σext =
2πR2

x2

∞∑
l=1

(2l + 1)Re[|al|+ |bl|] (2.6)

where x = k·R = Rnmω/c = 2πnmR/λ and c is the speed of light and k is the wave

vector of light. The absorption cross section is obtained from the difference between

the extinction and scattering cross sections: σabs = σext − σscat. The coefficients al

and bl are computed from the Riccati-Bessel functions:

al =
mψl(mx)ψ′l(x)− ψl(x)ψ′l(mx)

mψl(mx)ξ′l(x)− ξl(x)ψ′l(mx)
(2.7)

bl =
ψl(mx)ψ′l(x)−mψl(x)ψ′l(mx)

ψl(mx)ξ′l(x)−mξl(x)ψ′l(mx)
(2.8)

where ψl(x) =
√

πx
2
Jl+ 1

2
(x) and ξl(x) =

√
πx
2

[Jl+ 1
2

+ iYl+ 1
2
(x)]. Jl and Yl are the

spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively. The primes in

equation 2.7 and equation 2.8 indicate differentiation with respect to the argument

in the parentheses, and m is the relative refractive index of the nanoparticle and the

medium defined as m = n/nm.
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Implementation of Mie theory is straightforward and there exist many open-source

codes available online †. These codes are based on Matlab, Mathematica, C, Python

or Fortran. Abajo and co-workers even offer an online interactive calculation tool

that can calculate and display the result simultaneously with many choices of input

material dielectric functions with sources‡. In this section, we use Matlab 2011b

to carry out the calculation results, as also demonstrated in some of my published

works [56,67,68].

Size Effect

The optical properties of metal nanoparticles depend on their dielectric functions,

size, and surrounding media. Figure 2.4 shows the calculated absorption, scattering,

and extinction efficiencies of gold and nanospheres (termed AuNS and AgNS ) with

diameter of 25, 50, and 100 nm in vacuum (εm = 1). The plasmon resonance of gold

nanoparticles in this size range is peaked in the green region of the electromagnetic

spectrum, giving rise to the brilliant red colors of colloidal gold solutions. Comparing

the spectra for these three different nanoparticle sizes, the most noticeable effect is

that the resonance redshifts to longer wavelengths and broadens as the size increases,

due to retardation effects as the incident light can no longer homogeneously polarize

the larger nanoparticle, leading to the excitation of higher order modes (peaks shorter

than 350 nm in Figure 2.4 (B–C) for silver). In gold, the higher order mode is not as

obvious as that in silver but Ru and Etchegoin have shown that if one plots σabs/σscat

as a function of λ, the peaks can pinpoint the location of higher order modes because

higher order mode absorbs more while dipolar mode scatters more [16].

†https://code.google.com/p/scatterlib/

‡http://nanophotonics.csic.es/ under WIDGETS.

https://code.google.com/p/scatterlib/
http://nanophotonics.csic.es/
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Linewidth

The calculated spectra of AuNS are more damped compared to AgNS, showin

broader peaks and lower intensity (i.e. smaller quality factor). This difference can

be explained by the larger damping factor γd in Drude model (Figure 2.3) of gold.

Larger nanoparticles also scatter light more efficiently, causing additional linewidth

broadening because of radiation damping (Figure 2.4 (C) and (F)). At photon energy

greater than 2.2 eV (λ ≤ 600 nm), gold suffers additional interband transitions as

the d-band electrons can be excited to sp-bands [71]. This damping factor for gold

hinders the applications of gold nanostructures for waveguide or telecommunications

applications in blue or UV regions of the spectrum. Silver does not suffer interband

transitions in visible or UV regions but silver is more easily oxidized into silver oxide

Ag2O and again prevents itself from some useful applications. In following sections

we show that we can actually separate the contribution of interband and intraband

absorption to the total absorption spectrum. Knowing the relative contribution of in-

terband and intraband electrons can aid understanding of the hot electron generation,

photoluminescence and solar energy conversion of plasmonic nanostructures.

Medium Effect

The surounding medium can also alter the plasmon peak location and width. Figure

2.5 shows the calculated spectra of d = 50 nm AgNS (Figure 2.5 (A–C)) and AuNS

(Figure 2.5 (D–F)) in air, water and glycerol. In silver and gold we both see monotonic

redshift of plasmon peaks as the medium dielectric increases. This redshift is predicted

from the Mie theory as we know that the metal dielectric function is calculated

relative to the medium before inputing in the cross section calculation. The effect

of medium on the peak intensity and linewidth works differently on silver and gold.
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(A–C) and AuNS (D–F) using Mie theory with d= 25 nm, 50 nm and 100 nm. Sur-
rounding medium is air (nm = 1.00) and multipolar Lmax = 50. Frequent dependent
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AgNS surface and the charge density plot ρ calculated at the dipolar mode (λdip =
359 nm) and the quadrupolar mode (λquad = 333 nm)
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In silver, increasing medium dielectric broadens the peak and slightly decreasing the

peak intensity while in gold the peak gains intensity and becomes narrower. This

difference for gold is due to the fact that redshifting the plasmon peak would also

decreasing the interband absorption (damping factor). Therefore the peak becomes

more intense and narrower.

Multipole Effect

The accuracy of Mie theory calculation is only dependent on the multipolar l.

Different multipoles indicate different fundamental modes that the structure is allowed

to sustain. Figure 2.6 (A–C) and (D–F) show large AgNS and AuNS (which are

allowed to sustain higher order modes) but with Lmax = 1, 2, and 3. It is especially

conspicuous in the case of silver that spectra in (A) are missing both the quadrupolar

and octapolar mode while those in (B) are missing the octapolar mode. It is therefore

crucial to include as many multipoles Lmax as possible in the Mie calculation without

sacrificing calculation speed too much. A general rule of thumb for the lower bound

of Lmax is given by Bohren and Huffman [30]:

Lmax = x+ 4x1/3 + 2 (2.9)

For larger size particle in Mie theory or chains of highly absorbing spheres in the

nearcontact regime (≤ 1.0 nm) in generalzied Mie theory (solutions for multiple

spheres; will discuss in detail in following sections) Lmax will be considerably higher

as the singularity at touching point is being approached.

2.2.2 Extension of Mie theory

Mie theory, derived for solid spherical metal nanoparticles, can also be applied

to a sphere with multiple concentric layers composed of different materials, such as
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nanoshells, as spherical symmetry is preserved [30]. Mie theory can furthermore

be extended to a system containing an arbitrary number of interacting spheres. In

this generalized Mie theory approach the scattered fields of each nanoparticle act as

input fields of all other nanoparticles in addition to the incident light, giving a set of

coupled equations that are solved analytically. More details regarding the generalized

Mie theory will be discussed in later chapters.

2.2.3 Quasi-Static Approximations

Equationns 2.5 and 2.6 are analytical solutions and therefore the accuracy of Mie

solutions is only dependent on the number of multipolar modes l that are included

in the calculation as long as the nanoparticle can be approximated as a sphere. For

small spherical nanoparticles with radii much smaller than the wavelength of the

incident light (d ∼ 10 nm), the quasi-static approximation, which assumes that the

electromagnetic field is homogeneous across the whole nanoparticle, together with the

dipole approximation, which only includes the dipolar mode (l = 1), can be applied

and yields the following expressions for absorption and scattering cross sections:

σsphereabs =
18πV ε

3/2
m

λ0

ε2
(ε1 + 2εm)2 + ε22

(2.10)

σspheresca =
24π3V 2ε2m

λ40

(ε1 − εm)2 + ε22
(ε1 + 2εm)2 + ε22

(2.11)

where V is the nanoparticle volume. The resonance condition is fulfilled when

ε1 = 2εm for small ε2. Equations 2.11 and 2.10 show that absorption scales with

V while scattering scales with V 2. Consequently, for larger nanoparticles, extinc-

tion is dominated by scattering while for smaller nanoparticles absorption is stronger

than scattering. It can also be readily inferred from the Lorentzian form of equations
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2.11 and 2.10 that the real part of the dielectric function ε1 determines the plasmon

resonance position whereas the imaginary part ε2 governs the linewidth of the peak.

Small Particle Correction

Although the dipole approximation in the quasi-static limit predicts that, except

for a volume dependent scaling factor, the plasmon resonance is size-independent, ex-

periments find that the plasmon resonance is strongly damped for very small nanopar-

ticles (d ∼ 5 nm) [71]. The increased damping for such small nanoparticles is due

to the electron-surface scattering arising from the fact that the size of the nanopar-

ticle is much smaller than the electron mean free path of the metal. To account

for this small-particle effect, one can add an additional size dependent term to the

dielectric function, i.e. ε = ε(ω,R), and continue to use the eqns 2.10 and 2.11. In

addition, other factors such as quantum mechanical electron spill out and nonlocal

effects contribute to the position and shape of the plasmon resonance for very small

nanoparticles and can be accounted for by properly modifying the dielectric function.

2.2.4 Rayleigh-Gans Theory

Within the quasi-static, dipole approximation the description of the optical proper-

ties of anisotropic nanostructures such as prolate and oblate ellipsoidal nanoparticles

has been derived [30, 76]. This analytical solution of Maxwell’s equations is known

as Rayleigh-Gans theory and is particularly useful to describe the plasmon scattering

and absorption of nanorods that are approximated as ellipsoids. An ellipsoid is char-

acterized by three principal axes: semi-long axis R1, and semi-short axes R2 and R3,

where R1>R2 = R3, as shown in Figure 2.7 (A). To begin with the simplest case, we

first consider the case in which the principal axes of the nanorod is aligned with the
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Figure 2.7 : (A) Schematic of a nanorod approximated as an ellipsoid with semi-long
axis R1, and semi-short axes R2 and R3. R3 is perpendicular to the plane so is not
shown. The simplest case of the nanorod-light interaction is when the long axis R̂1

of the nanorod is parallel to the polarization of the excitation light E0 (B) When the
applied filed E0 is arbitrarity directed, the orientation of the nanorod with respect to
the incident light is characterized by 2 angles θ and φ.

applied field E0 (Figure 2.7 (A)) and will discuss arbitrary orientation later (Figure

2.7 (B)). In this part we aim to derive the analytical expression of the absorption and

scattering spectra of the nanorod.

The optical theorem gives the σabs, σscatt as a function of the structure’s polariz-

ability β:

σabs = kIm[β] (2.12)

σscat =
k4

6π
|βi|2 (2.13)

where Im[βi] is the imaginary of the polarizability at it’s ith axis. The βi, of an

ellipsoid according to the Rayleigh theory [30] is:

βi =
4πεvacR1R2R3

3

ε− εm
(ε− εm)Li + εm

(2.14)

where Li, i = 1, 2, 3 are the depolarization factors along the three principal axes of

the prolate ellipsoid and are given by [70] :

L1 =
1− e2

2e3
(ln

1 + e

1− e
− 2e) (2.15)
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L2 = L3 =
1− P1

2
(2.16)

where eccentricity e =
√

1− (R1/R2)2. For an oblate ellispoid where R1 = R2 > R3,

the Li parameters are given as following:

L1 =
1 + e2

e3
(e− arctan[e]) (2.17)

L2 = L3 =
1

2
(1− L1) (2.18)

and the eccentricity e =
√

(R1/R2)2 − 1.

Absorption Cross Section

The orientally-averaged absorption cross section < σabs > is therefore

< σabs >= k
i=3∑
i=1

Im[
1

3
βi] (2.19)

Subsituting equation 2.14 into equation 2.19 we get

< σabs >=
kV

3

i=3∑
i=1

1

Li
Im[

ε− εm
ε+ (1/Li − 1)εm

] =
kV

3

i=3∑
i=1

1

Li
Im[

ε1 − εm + iε2
ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm + iε2

]

(2.20)

After using the property of the complex number

Im[
ε1 − εm + iε2

ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm + iε2
] =

(1/Li)εmε2
(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22

(2.21)

and k = 2π
√
εm/λ, we finally arrive at

< σabs >=
2πV

3λ
ε3/2m

3∑
i=1

(1/Li)
2ε2

(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22
(2.22)

This equation is widely seen in the literature and often referred to as the Gans theory

[71,76].
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Scattering Cross Section

Similar expression for the orientationally-averaged scattering cross section < σscat >

can be derived via

< σscat >=
k4

6π

3∑
i=1

1

3
|βi|2 =

k4V 2

18π

3∑
i=1

1

Li
| ε1 − εm + iε2
ε+ (1/Li − 1)εm + iε2

|2 (2.23)

After expanding the squared terms and substituting k, we arrived at

< σscat >=
8π3V 2

9λ4
ε2m

3∑
i=1

1

L2
i

(ε1 − εm)2 + ε22
(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22

(2.24)

Equations 2.22 and 2.24 can be reduced to the case for spheres (equations 2.10 and

2.11) by taking Li = 1/3, i = 1, 2, 3 as sphere is isotropic.

Examples of Calculated Spectra

Implementation of these equations in Matlab is again straightforward. The optical

response of a nanorod shows two nondegenerate plasmon resonances, the longitudinal

(L) and the transverse modes (T ). The longitudinal mode, which is much stronger

and lower in energy, corresponds to the electron oscillation along the long axis of

the nanorod, while the higher energy transverse mode is polarized in the perpendic-

ular direction. Figure 2.8 (A) illustrates the calculated absorption spectra of gold

nanorods with varying aspect ratios (R1/R2) calculated using equation 2.22. The

corresponding scattering spectra (equation 2.24) are shown in Figure 2.8 (B). It can

be readily referred that as the aspect ratio increases, the longitudinal mode is shifted

to longer wavelengths. In addition to a strong dependence on the aspect ratio, the

longitudinal mode is also highly sensitive to the environment dielectric constant, εm,

making plasmonic nanorods good candidate for localized surface plasmon resonance

sensor to probe the changes in the environment (Figure 2.8 (A–B)).
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Figure 2.8 : (A) Calculated orientationally-averaged absorption (A) (C) and scatter-
ing (B) (D) spectra of an AuNR approximated as a probate ellipsoid with different
aspect ratios (A–B) and environment dielectric εm (C–D) using the Rayleigh-Gans
theory. The semi-short axes of the AuNRs are set to be 15 nm. The dielectric con-
stant of gold is adapted from the measured tabulated data [1]. In (A–B) εm = 2.05
The legends are color-coded to match the corresponding lines. Schematic drawings
of the ellipsoids with exact aspect ratios indicated in (A) are shown in the insets in
(B).
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Other Approaches for the Absorption Cross Section

In the paragraphs above we have shown the derivation of the absorption and scattering

cross sections under the quasi-static dipolar approximation of Rayleigh-Gans theory

for the ellipsoids. In the paragraphs below, we derive the same results from a different

perspective by calculating the electric field inside the ellipsoid.

Absorption Rate The absorption rate qabs in [Joule sec−1] of an ellipsoid is given

as [77]

qabs =
ω

2
εmIm[p · E∗0] (2.25)

where p is dipole moment and E∗0 is the imaginary part of the complex incident field.

Equation 2.25 can be rewriten in a more general form in terms of the total electric

field Etot inside the nanostructure and its volume integral [77]

qabs =
ω

2
εmIm[ε]

∫
v

dv|Etot|2 (2.26)

The time-averaged incident light intensity is given by

< I0 >=
1

2
cnmεvac|E0|2 (2.27)

Calculating σabs via the Electric Field To calculate the absorption cross section,

we divide the absorption rate by the light intensity using equations 2.25 and 2.27,

σabs = qabs
<I0>

, and rewrite the inner product of dipole moment and the electric field

p · E∗0 = β(E0 · E∗0) = β|E0|2

σabs =
1
2
ωIm[p · E∗0]

1
2
cεmεvac|E0|2

=
1
2
ωIm[β]|E0|2

1
2
cεmεvac|E0|2

(2.28)
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After substituting the polarizability βi (equation 2.14) into equation 2.12 and expand

the complex dielectric constant,

σabs =
ω

c

4πR1R2R3ε
1/2
m

3

(1/L2
i )εmε2

(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22

=
2πV ε

3/2
m

λ

(1/L2
i )ε2

(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22

(2.29)

we obtain identical result in equation 2.22 after orientation averaging < σabs >=

1
3

∑3
i=1 σabs,i. Alternatively the same result can be derived using the volume integral

of the internal electric field of the nanostructure (equation 2.26). First the electric

field inside an ellipsoid is Ei = γiE0 where the coefficient γi is given by [70]

γi =
εm

(ε− εm)Li + εm
(2.30)

Next the absorption rate can be rewriten into

qabs,i =
ω

2
Im[ε]

∫
v

dv|Etot|2

=
ω

2
Im[ε]V |γ|2|E0|2

=
ω

2
V |E0|2ε2mIm[ε]

1

Li
| εm
(ε− εm) + 1/Liεm

|2

=
ω

2
V |E0|2ε2mIm[ε]

1

L2
i

1

(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22

(2.31)

Again, using σabs,i = qabs,i/ < I0 >, we obtain

σabs,i =

ω
2
V |E0|2ε2mIm[ε] 1

L2
i

1
(ε1+(1/Li−1)εm)2+ε22

1
2
c
√
εmεvac|E0|2

=
2πV

λ
ε3/2m

(1/Li)
2ε2

(ε1 + (1/Li − 1)εm)2 + ε22

(2.32)

equation 2.32 is identical as 2.29 and both of them are equivalent to equation 2.22

derived via the Rayleigh-Gans theory using optical theorem.
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Figure 2.9 : Schematic of a nanorod approximated as an ellipsoid with the applied filed
E0 arbitrarity directed, the orientation of the nanorod with respect to the incident
light is characterized by 2 angles θ and φ.

2.2.5 Polarization Dependence

In this part we consider a nanorod under the applied field E0 that is no longer parallel

to its long axis (shown in Figure 2.9). Instead, the vector component of the incident

field E0 has non-zero components in frame whose principal axes are parallel to the

nanorod’s principal axes. For simplicity the azimuthal angle is set to θ = π/2 (in-

plane linearly polarized). The field E′0 reads

E′0 =


E0cosφ

E0sinφ

0

 (2.33)

The absorption cross section σabs is proportional to Im[p · E′0] and the inner product

can be writen as
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p · E′0 = pTE′0 = (βE′0)TE′0 = E′0
T
βTE′0

=

[
E0cosφ E0sinφ 0

]
β11 0 0

0 β22 0

0 0 β33



E0cosφ

E0sinφ

0


= E2

0cos
2φβ11 + E2

0sin
2φβ22

(2.34)

where β11 and β22 are the polarizabilities along the longitudinal R1 and transverse R2

directions. Hence, the in-plane polarization dependence of absorption cross section

σabs(φ) is

σabs(φ) = (σabs,1)cos
2φ+ (σabs,2)sin

2φ

= (σabs,L)cos2φ+ (σabs,T )sin2φ

(2.35)

where the subscripts L and T denote the longitudinal and transverse directions. Ad-

ditionally it can readily referred equation 2.35 that the in-plane averaged absorption

cross section < σabs >in−plane is

< σabs >in−plane=

∫ 2π

0
[(σabs,L)cos2φ+ (σabs,T )sin2φ]dφ∫ 2π

0
[(cos2φ+ sin2φ]dφ

=
σabs,L + σabs,T

2
(2.36)

and that the 3D orientationally averaged absorption cross section < σabs >3D (aver-

aging the three Euler angles) is

< σabs >3D=
1

3
(σabs,1 + σabs,2 + σabs,3) (2.37)

In practice, the two short axes of the nanorods are equal, R2 = R3 so

< σabs >3D= (σabs,L + 2σabs,T )/3 (2.38)
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For randomly oriented nanorod in general, the spectra can be computed via the

rotation of the polarizabity tensor β′ = ATβA ,where A is the Euler matrix and AT

is its transpose matrix [30], and all off-diagonal terms β′ij,i6=j are inevitably present.

This calculation is useful for modelling nanorods that are randomly immobilized in

a substrate or matrix under a pre-defined excitation. In-plane averaged cross section

calculation (equation 2.36) is commonly adopted in single-particle spectroscpic mea-

surements with unpolarized excitations while the 3D averaged calculation is required

in ensemble, solution-based, measurements [76, 78].

Equations 2.25 and 2.34 directly provide the polarization-dependence absorption

spectra of a gold nanorod (Figure 2.10). Figure 2.10 shows the absorption spectra as

a function of φ angles. The modulation of the longitudinal and the transverse modes

is clearly seen. The magnitude of the modulation depth of the longitudinal mode is

much greater than that of the transverse mode. This orientation dependence has been

experimentally shown with polarization-sensitive photothermal imaging [79] and is of

interest for applications in orientation sensors at the nanoscale.

2.2.6 Seperation of Interband and Interbrand Absorption

Analyzing the internal electric field provides a means to seperate the interband and

intraband electron contribution to total absorption [80] and therefore is crucial to

the theoretical modelling of hot electron generation of plasmonic nanostructures. In

the next pararaph we provide analytical expressions for the intraband (plasmonic)

absorption cross section and interband absorption cross section and their derications.
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Figure 2.10 : (A) Calculated in-plane polarization-dependence absorption spectra of
a 24 nm by 6 nm AuNR approximated as a probate ellipsoid with an aspect ratio of
4 using equations 2.25 and 2.34. The dielectric constant of gold is adapted from the
measured tabulated data [1]. φ = 0 − 90o (color-coded as shown in the color bar in
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modulation of longitudinal mode as a function of φ.
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According to equation 2.26 the total absorption rate can be writen as

qtotalabs = qintrabandabs + qinterbandabs =
ω

2
εmIm[εtotal]

∫
v

dv|Etot|2

=
ω

2
εmIm[εinterband + εintraband]

∫
v

dv|Etot|2
(2.39)

where the total complex dielectric function of the metal ε = εtotal is broken down

linearly into an interband (εinterband) and an intraband term (εintraband), respectively.

The intraband dielectric function εtotal is well approximated by the Drude model [71]

εintraband = εDrude while the total dielectric function can be either modelled with

the Drude-Lorenz model with extra Lorenz oscillator terms describing the interband

transitions [71] or experimentally measured [1]. As a result, the intraband absorption

rate is

qintrabandabs =
ω

2
εmIm[εDrude]

∫
v

dv|Etot|2 (2.40)

It is noted that calculation of total internal electric field Etot requires εtotal because

the induced field cannot distinguish between interband and intraband electrons. The

interband absorption is simply given the difference between the total absorption and

the intraband absorption

qinterbandabs = qtotalabs − qintrabandabs (2.41)

Equations 2.39 and 2.40 can be solved numerically for any structures by evaluating the

volume integral of the internal electric field. Here we provide analytical expressions

for the case of gold spheres and nanorods, which suffer strong interband absorption

below 500 nm [1,81].

Seperation of Interband and Intraband Absorption in a Sphere

The electric field inside a sphere is [70]
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Etot =
3εm

ε+ 2εm
E0 (2.42)

Therefore the total and intraband absorption cross sections are

σtotalabs =
qtotalabs

< I0 >
=
ω

c

4πR3

3
Im[εtotal]|

3εm
εtotal + 2εm

|2 (2.43)

σintrabandabs =
qtotalabs

< I0 >
=
ω

c

4πR3

3
Im[εDrude]|

3εm
εtotal + 2εm

|2 (2.44)

The tabulated dielectric constants of gold εJC [1] is used to represent the total dielec-

tric function of gold εtotal.

Seperation of Interband and Intraband Absorption in a Nanorod

The orientationally averaged total absorption cross section of an ellipsoidal nanorod

is given by

< σtotalabs >=
2π

3λ
V ε3/2m Im[εtotal]

3∑
i=1

1

Li
| εm
(εtotal − εm) + 1/Liεm

|2 (2.45)

The intraband and interband absorption cross sections are

< σintrabandabs >=
2π

3λ
V ε3/2m Im[εDrude]

3∑
i=1

1

Li
| εm
(εtotal − εm) + 1/Liεm

|2 (2.46)

< σinterbandabs >=< σtotalabs > − < σintrabandabs > (2.47)

Applications to Gold Nanoparticles

Implementations of equations 2.44 and 2.46 for gold nanostructures is shown in

Figure 2.11. Figure 2.11 (A–B) shows the total, intraband and intraband absorption

cross section of an AuNS and an AuNR with the total same volume. The intraband
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part shows a Lorentzian curve without being damped by the interband absorption. It

is expected that as the AuNR aspect ratio increases, the interband contribution goes

down because the plasmon peak is redshifted further to longer wavelengths, where

interband electrons can no longer be excited (Figure 2.11 (C)).

2.3 Generalized Mie Theory

2.3.1 Formalizm

The single-particle solution of Mie theory can be extended to N spheres, known

the the generalized Mie theory (GMT) [30, 53, 54, 82]. In GMT formalism, The field

external to the spheres is represented by the superposition of the incident and scat-

tered fields, except in this case the scattered field consists of components radiated

from each sphere in the ensemble. In short, the key extension of GMT from the Mie

theory is that the scattered field from a particular sphere will act as another incident

field on N − 1 spheres:

Eext = Einc + Escat = Einc +

j=N∑
j=1

Escat,j (2.48)

Similarly, the incident and scattered fields are represented by the series of vector

spherical harmonics expansion up to Lmax multipoles. Application of the continuity

equations at the surface of each sphere results in a system of interaction equations

for the scattered field coefficients. In the case of equal–sized spheres with equal

truncation multipoles Lmax, a system of 2NLmax(Lmax + 2) linear equations for the

set of scattering coefficients are generated to solve. The number of iterations required

for a solution depends on a set of parameters: N , size parameters, dielectric functions

of the spheres, and the proximity of the spheres to each other. Generally speaking,
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as the spheres become more widely separated the solution will converge faster. An

important factor affecting convergence is whether any of the spheres is at or near

a resonance mode because such conditions can lead to extremely small convergence

rates. The memory required to store the complete set of translation matrices will

scale as N2. Hence the generalized Mie theory code must be implemented on a cluster

machine with large memories and plenty of CPUs. All of the GMT calculations results

in this thesis were carried out in the cluster computers at Rice University§.

Our GMT code was improved from a open-source Fortran 90 code originally de-

veloped by Mackowski and Mishchenko at Auburn University and NASA, called

MSTM¶ [82]. The original MSTM only offered single-wavelength near-field calculations

and the dielectric of the input material is frequency-indepenent. We have added the

features to allow the calculations of optical cross sections (spectrum) and surface

charge with arbitraty input dielectric functions.

2.3.2 Dimer

In this section, we demonstrated some benchmark calculations using GMT; specif-

ically an AgNS dimer. Silver nanoparticle is an ideal system to test the calculation

because silver is a more free-electron-like material, which can be well described by the

Drude model. Figure 2.12 shows the calculated absorption, scattering and extinction

spectra (Figure 2.12 (A)) at the two orthorganol axes of the dimer. φ =0 corresponds

to the polarization parallel to the long axis of the dimer while φ = π/2 the polarization

§Rice Shared Tightly-Integrated Cluster, or Stic. http://www.rcsg.rice.edu/sharecore/stic/,

which was supported in part by the Cyberinfrastructure for Computational Research funded by

NSF under Grant CNS-0821727.

¶http://eng.auburn.edu/users/dmckwski/scatcodes/

http://www.rcsg.rice.edu/sharecore/stic/
http://eng.auburn.edu/users/dmckwski/scatcodes/
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vertical to the long axis. Figure 2.12 (B) show the schematic drawing of the dimer

system. Panel (C–E) show the surface charge plot and the electric field enhancement

of the dimer calcualted at the three peaks of the dimer extinction spectra (522, 371

and 345 nm). The charge plot at 522 nm (panel (C)) clears indicates a dipolar mode

while those at 371 and 345 nm are higher order modes [54]. The anisotropic nature

of the AgNS dimer results in the polarization dependence (as a function of φ) of

the spectra [79]. The modulation depth is defined as the maximum intensities of the

peaks as a function of incident polarization angles (φ). Figure 2.12 (F–H) show the

modulation depth of the absorption, scattering and extinction peaks at 522, 371 and

345 nm. The modulation depth at 522 nm shows a cos2(φ), dipolar feature.

We have demonstrated the success of Mie and GMT theories in the calculation

of a single sphere and a sphere dimer. Although dimer can’t be calcualted with

Mie theory for a single sphere, it can be well approximated with a coupled-dipole

approximation method, an extension of the dipole theory for the single sphere shown

previously [33]. In the following sections, we applied GMT calculation to chains with

more spheres. These GMT calculations are essential and indispensible for a system

with large N , in which spheres are large and closely-packed. Dipole approximations

would be inaccurate under these circumstances.

2.3.3 Nanoparticle Chains

In this section, we demonstrated some benchmark calculations using GMT. The spec-

tra, electric field enhancement, and the surface charge plots are shown. Details re-

garding the implementation of GMT will bs discussed in Section 2.3.4.
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The model of choice is a silver sphere chain that contains 10 identical spheres with

diameter 50 nm and interparticle (face-to-face) gap 2.5 nm, as shown in Figure 2.13

(A). The absorption spectrum of this chain is calculated as efficiency, defined as the

cross section divided by its geometrical cross section σ/(Nπr2). The physical meaning

of efficiency is the enhancement of the ability of a structure to absorb, scatter or extinc

light.

Calculated absorption spectrum of this ten-particle chain shows three distinct ab-

sorption peaks, as shown in Figure 2.13 (B). Previous theoretical works have identi-

fied these three peaks as one super-radiant mode (lowest energy) and two sub-radiant

modes [54] via the surface charge plots. They show the standing-wave-like features

just as the vibration of a rope being fixed at the two ends. One key features that have

not been demonstrated before is that the hot spots (where E2 is concentrated) are

located in the structrue differently at different modes. At the super-radiant mode, the

field is more focuused on the middle part of the chain while at the first sub-radiant

mode, the E2 maxima are concentrated at the gaps between #1 – #2 and #9 – #10.

The selectivity of localization of hot spots can find its applications in single-particle

SERS or fluorescence enhancement of molecules [83].

2.3.4 Implementation on Rice Shared Tightly-Integrated Cluster

We originally used Fortran compiler openmpi/1.3.3-gcc but later we’ve also tested

openmpi/1.6.5-gcc and both versions have worked fine and gave identical results.

Later versions such as openmpi/1.8.4-gcc or Intel-based compilers have not been

tested. The purpose of this section is to show the readers step-by-step toward per-

forming the genralized Mie theory calculations on STIC. The example will be to
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reproduce Figure 2.13.

Spectra

First we use a text editor software to open mstm-generic-main-v2.1.f90. Three

input parameters can be changed in the source codes: materials function, number of

spheres (nsphere) and the enviromnent refractive index (n med). We implemented

4 choices of the materials function: get jcgold, get jcsilv, get drude gold and

get drude silv, corredponding to Johnson and Christy tabulated data for gold and

silver [1] and the Drude model for gold and silver. To select materials, simply comment

out the undesired ones. So we set nsphere = 10, n med = 1.00d0 and uncomment

get drude silv.

Next we build the Fortran executable file by using the build mpi and Makefile

script. After typing ./build mpi, the generated executable file gmt run should be

in the directory bin. Copy the executable gmt run to the directory under STIC’s

shared scratch /shared.scratch/username where other input files are located, for

example input files spectra. This directory should contain interp input.dat,

sphere.pos, and a script to initialize the calculation run gmtspectra.slurm.

Figure 2.14 (A) and (B) show the template input files to reproduce Figure 2.13. In

interp input.dat,the first column defines how many wavelength points to calculate

while the second and the third column defines the start and end wavelength values in

nm. The fourth column defines the radius of the particle, R. In sphere.pos, ith row

defines the size, center locations (x,y,z) and chiral factor of i spheres, while i = 1, 2...N

and N = 10 in this case. In this code the positions of the spheres are represented in

a normalized coordinate with respect to the radius R. The radius and position of ith
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sphere is given by Ri = Si ·R and (x, y, z) = (2SiR·xi, 2SiR·yi, 2SiR·zi). A schematic

representation drawing of the input files is shown in Figure 2.14 (C). After setting

up the input files, one can submit the calculation by sbatch run gmtsphere.slurm.

The output file xsecs.dat contains the calculated spectra expressed as efficiency,

optical cross section divided by the structure’s geometrical cross section. The file

has 13 columns (fixed number) and 251 rows (depending on how many wavelengths

calculated specified in the first column in interp input.dat). The first row con-

tains wavelength points in the calculation. The second, third and fourth columns are

absorption, scattering, and extinction efficiencies with zero degree polarization (polar-

ization vector parallel to the x-axis). The 5–7th columns are absorption, scattering,

and extinction efficiencies with 90 degrees polarization (polarization vector parallel to

the y-axis). The 8–10th columns are absorption, scattering, and extinction efficiencies

with 45 degrees polarization (polarization vector parallel to the x+ y-axis). The 11–

13th columns are simply orientationally averaged values from x and y polarizations.

The schematic representation of xsecs.dat is shown in Figure 2.14 (D).

Electric Field Enhancement and Surface Charge Plots

The electric field enhancement |E/E0|2 and surface charge plots ρ can be calculated

using the code mstm-field calc.f90. Two input parameters n med and materials

functions should be specified in the source code before compiling the executable.

Again set n med = 1 and choose get drude silv. Similarly build the executable

gmt run by using ./build mpi. The compiled gmt run should be in bin. Copy

gmt run to the directory under /shared.scratch/username, where other input files

are located.
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This directory should contain input files interp input.dat, sphere.pos, mstm.inp

and a script to initialize the calculation run gmtfield.slurm. The first two and the

last input files have been explained in above paragraphs for calculating the spec-

tra and will not be repeated here. It is noted, however, that the wavelength at

which the near fields are to be calculated is specified at the end wavelength (3rd

column) in interp input.dat (marked red in Figure 2.15 (A)). The main input file

for near field calculations is mstm.inp, and the most relevant input parameters are

marked in red color, as shown in Figure 2.15 (B). First, number of spheres N and

sphere position file are specified (N = 10 in this case) first. The multipolar Lmax

is set in mie epsilon and the minus sign means to force the program to use full

Lmax multipoles while the positive sign means the calculate only up to Lmax mul-

tipoles as long as the result converges. The near field output format can be speci-

fied in calculate near field (1 means only |E|2/|E0|2 is calculated; 2 means both

|E|2/|E0|2 and |H|2/|H0|2 are calculated; 3 means E, E∗, H and H∗ are calculated).

The near field plane is calculated at the plane with normal vector parallel to z-axis

(near field plane coord = 3) with z = 0 (near field plane position = 0.d0)

defined by a retengular box with vertices specified with left boundary −2.5d0, bot-

tom boundary −2.5d0, right boundary 21.5d0 and top boundary 2.5d0, respectively,

as shown in near field plane vertices. The x and y spacial resolution of the out-

put near field map is defined in spacial step sizex and spacial step sizey (the

smaller the value, the finer the map but larger the file size). The two-dimensional near

field map is recorded in the file nf-temp.dat as defined in near field output file.

The detailed description of all the parameters, even those not discussed in this para-

graph, can be found in the article by Mackowski and Mishchenko, in which the code

was originally published [82]. Both the electric field enhancement and surface charge
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Figure 2.14 : Example input files of interp input.dat (A) and sphere.pos (B).
(C) Schematic drawing of the sphere positions. The inter-particle gap is 0.1R (D)
Schematic of the output file xsecs.dat.

plots calculation share the same input files and parameters. The only difference is

the executable gmt run.

2.4 Numerical Methods
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interp_input.dat

251 350 525 25

A

B mstm.inp
number_spheres
10
sphere_position_file
sphere.pos
mie_epsilon
-20
gaussian_beam_constant
0.0
gaussian_beam_focal_point
0.d0,0.d0,0.d0
fixed_or_random_orientation
0
incident_azimuth_angle_deg
0.d0
incident_polar_angle_deg
0.d0
scattering_plane_angle_deg
0.d0

calculate_near_field
1
near_field_plane_coord
3
near_field_plane_position
0.d0
near_field_plane_vertices
-2.5d0,-2.5d0,21.5d0,2.5d0
spacial_step_sizex
.01d0
spacial_step_sizey
.01d0
polarization_angle_deg
0.d0
near_field_output_file
nf-temp.dat
near_field_output_data
0
plane_wave_epsilon
0.001d0
calculate_t_matrix
0
t_matrix_file
tmatrix-temp.dat
t_matrix_convergence_epsilon
1.d-6
sphere_sizes_and_positions
end_of_options

Figure 2.15 : Example input files of interp input.dat (A) and mstm.inp (B). Most
relevant input parameters are marked in red color.
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Maxwell’s equations can be represented in either the differential or the integral

form, and can solved in the time-domain or frequency domain, as illustrated in Figure

2.16. Analytical methods such as Mie and Gans theory are only applicable to highly

symmetric nanoparticles shapes. However, grid-based approaches like the discrete

dipole approximation (DDA) [84], finite difference time domain (FDTD) [36, 46, 49,

73, 85], and finite element methods (FEM) [43, 86] are capable of simulating the

plasmonic response of any arbitrary nanoparticle shape by dividing the nanoparticle of

interest into smaller interacting domains and solving Maxwell’s equations numerically

in either the time or frequency domain. As these methods also use tabulated metal

dielectric functions that are, depending on the system, appropriately modified, the

fundamental principles of the interaction between plasmonic nanoparticles and light

are well captured by Mie and Gans theory. We note though that in practice with the

availability of improved computing resources DDA, FDTD, and FEM have become the

standard methods. In this section it is intended to provide a more detailed discussion

of numerical simulations, specifically FDTD.

2.4.1 Finite-Difference Time-Domain Method (FDTD)

FDTD is a time marching algorithm used to solve Maxwell’s equations on a discretized

spatial cartesian x-y-z grid. It can be used for calculating both the near and far

field optical responses for heterogeneous materials of arbitrary geometry. Therefore,

FDTD has become a popular and successful calculation method in nanophotonics and

plasmonics [36,46,49,73,85].

The advantages of FDTD can be summarized as following: a) Modeling a new

structure is simplied to grid generation instead of geometry-specific equations b) it
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Figure 2.16 : Schematic of solvers to Maxwell’s equations. FD: finite difference.
FEM: finite-element method. FDTD: finite-difference time-domain. MOM: method
of moments. BEM: boundary-element method. MFV: modified finite-volume.

allows direct observation of the time evolution of the light c) The sources of errors

in the method are well-known and bounded. d) the method is easily parallelizable

due to the local nature of finite differences [36, 46, 73]. In practice, FDTD is partic-

ularly handy due to the fact that it can generate full-wave spectra calculation and

near-field calculations in a single simulation (if resources allowed) instead of looping

through different frequencies as in FEM. However, cares must be taken when imple-

mentating FDTD calculation. First, due to the orthogonality of the electric and the

magnetic field, the grid in FDTD is and must be Cartesian, unlike in FEM the grid

can be triangular. Structure with sharp tip requires more detailed mesh in Cartesian

grid. Second, the dielectric function (typically as a function of frequency or energy)

must be Fourier transformed into the time domain, thus introducing certain errors

when experimentally-measured, discrete, dielectric functions are adopted [36, 46, 73].

Finally, the substrate can be readily implemented as opposed to FEM, in which
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substrate implementation is non-trivial. Substrate effect is non-neglible in most plas-

monics simulations because most single-particle optical measurements are carried out

with the sample sitting on a glass substrate [68,87]. In this thesis, we use a commer-

cially available FDTD package Lumerical‖ installed on Rice STIC to carry out the

calculations.

Comparison to Generalized Mie Theory

It is important to compare the numerical method with an analytical solution. We

therefore benchmarked the FDTD method using an AgNS dimer model system that

has already shown in Figure 2.12 with GMT, and here we added FDTD result to

compare them side-by-side, as shown in Figure 2.17. The AgNS in this model is chosen

to be fairly large (d = 100 nm) because it could be meshed well under the minimum

grid size δ, which was set to 0.5 nm in the FDTD calculation. It is clear that FDTD

agrees with the analytical result of GMT very well. All the peaks are displayed with

minimum shift compared to GMT. Possible causes of the slight discrepancies between

FDTD and GMT are finite grid size and the time-dependent dielectric functions after

Fourier transformed.

Irregular Structure: AuNR and AuNR Dimer

In previous sections we’ve modelled AuNR as an ellipsoid and solved it optical prop-

erties using the Gans theory. However in practice this approximation is not ideal

as chemically prepared AuNR from seed-growth method results in AuNRs that are

better described as hemispherically-capped cylinders. FDTD therefore conveniently

provides accurate modellings of AuNR because hemispherically-capped cylinders can

‖Lumerical Solutions, Inc. http://www.lumerical.com/tcad-products/fdtd/

http://www.lumerical.com/tcad-products/fdtd/
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Figure 2.17 : Side-by-side comparison of FDTD (dash line) and GMT (line) calcula-
tions of a AgNS dimer (d = 100 nm, gap = 4 nm). The absorption (A), scattering
(B) and extinction (C) spectra are all displayed. A schematic drawing of the dimer is
shown in the inset of (A). The minimum grid size δ = 0.5 nm in the FDTD simulation.
In GMT calculation, Lmax = 30.

be easily implemented. We first demonstrate some model calculations in the following

paragraphs and then Chapter 4 and 5 will be dedicated to the applications of FDTD

method to AuNR and AuNR dimers.

FDTD Model The FDTD model of an AuNR is shown in Figure 2.18. A free-

standing AuNR is embedded in a medium εm = n2
m indicated with the gray region

(Figure 2.18 (A)). The green box defines the the total-field-scattered-field (TFSF)

box. Monitors outside the TFSF box records the scatteing power (red box). The

perfect maching layer defines the total simulation volume and absorbs the residual

electric field to minimize the reflections. The FDTD model of an AuNR on top of a

substrate is shown in Figure 2.18 (B). The substrate extends throughout the PML to

account for the infinity of the substrate compared to AuNR.

FDTD Calculated AuNR Spectra Figure 2.19 shows a typical calculated ab-

sorption, scattering and extinction spectra under two orthogonal polarizations of a
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Figure 2.18 : FDTD model for a 20 nm × 60 nm gold nanorod. (A) Free standing.
(B) On a substrate. The green box defines the boundary of the total-field-scattered-
field (TFSF) method. The red box defines the boundary of the monitor which records
the power flows P . The cross section can be obtained by dividing the power by the
light intensity: σ = P/I0. The light-gray box defines the environment characterized
by the medium refractive index or dielectric εm = n2

m. The dark gray box defines
the total simulation volume surrounding by the perfect-matching layer (PML). The
cartesian coordinate is shown in the inset.

20 nm × 60 nm AuNR described as a hemispherically-capped cylinder. The trans-

verse spectra are multiplied 20 to aid visualizations. The surface charge distributions

(insets) confirm that peaks at 610 and 497 nm are the longitudinal and transverse

modes. The electric field enhancement calculated at 610 nm is strongly focused at

the two tips and is 2–3 orders of magnitude largr than that in the transverse mode,

as shown in the field profile in the insets.

Ellipsoid vs. Cylinder Figure 2.20 (A) compares a 20× 60 nm AuNR described as

an ellipsoid or a hemispherically-capped cylinder. It has been shown that the end-cap

geometry of nanorods has been shown to have drastic effects on the plasmon resonance

energy and linewidth [88]. Figure 2.20 (A) shows that the ellispoid spectrum is

blueshifted and has smaller amplitude due to the fact that there are fewer electrons
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oscillating at the longest distance defined by the geometry and that its total volume

is smaller. AuNRs with larger aspect ratio would also result in a redshifted spectrum,

as shown in Figure 2.20 (B), the trend also predicted by the Gans theory.

Substrate Response

AuNR sitting on top of a SiO2 substrate results in a redshift spectrum compared to

the free-standing AuNR (Figure 2.20). The relative intensity between the absorption

and scattering also changes. Therefore it is required to include the substrate in

the modelling to account for all the experimental parameters in order to match the

experiments.

FDTD Calculated AuNR/AuNS Dimer Figure 2.21 (A–D) show the calculated

scattering spectra of four representative dimer system with the same total volume and

gap (4 nm). Panel (A) shows an AuNS dimer with longitudinal polarization. Panel

(B) shows a tip-to-tip AuNR dimer . Panel (C–D) show a side-by-side AuNR dimer

with longitudinal and transverse polarizations, respectively. The electric field en-

hancement E/E0 at their scattering peaks are showin in the top side of each panel.

It is obvious that the scattering peak of the tip-to-tip AuNR dimer falls at the lowest

energy due to the most energy-favorable arrangement of the dimer system. Longi-

tudinally excited AuNR dimer (C) shows a blueshift peak compared to (B) because

of the repulsion of the same-sign charges at the two ends. Calculated E/E0 results

show that the strongest field is focused at the center of the gaps and follows the

relationship: (B) >(A) >(D) >(C).
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Figure 2.19 : FDTD calculation of a 20 nm × 60 nm gold nanorod. The absorption,
scattering and extinction spectra are shown. The longitudinal resonance (L, λL = 610
nm) and transverse resonance modes (T , λT = 497 nm) are indicated with arrows.
The electric field enhancement (|E/E0|2) and surface charge plot ρ calculated at L
and T are shown in the insets. The minimum grid size was set to δ = 0.25 nm for all
the calculations here. Tabulated dielectric function of gold [1] was adopted. Medium
dielectric was set to εm = 1.00. Simulation time was 500 fs. Total simulation volume
was 1000 nm × 1000 nm × 1000 nm. The spectra were calculated using the TFSF
method.
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Figure 2.20 : FDTD calculation of a 20 nm × 60 nm gold nanorod. The absorp-
tion, scattering and extinction spectra are shown. (A) Ellipsoid (dotted-dsah line)
vs. hemispherically-capped cylinder (line) (R1/R2 = 3 for both nanorods). (B) Com-
parison of different aspect ratios: R1/R2 = 3 (line) and R1/R2 = 2 (dash line). (C) A
free standing gold nanorod and the same nanorod on a SiO2 substrate. The minimum
grid size was set to δ = 0.25 nm for all the calculations here. Tabulated dielectric
function of gold [1] was adopted. Medium dielectric was set to εm = 1.00. Simulation
time was 500 fs. Total simulation volume was 1000 nm × 1000 nm × 1000 nm. The
spectra were calculated using the TFSF method.

Convergence Test

For all grid-based solutions to the Maxwell’s equations, it is necessary to check the

effect of grid size δ on the overall result. Although the smaller grid size always

gives the higher accuracy, this situation would only be feasible when the computation

resources were unlimited. In practice, it is inevitable to sacriface a certain accuracy

to successfully execute a simulation. Figure 2.22 (A–C) shows the FDTD calculated

spectra of the same 20 nm × 60 nm AuNR with increasing grid size (δ = 0.25 nm,

1.00 nm and 2.00 nm). When δ = 2.00 nm, the calculated spectra are zig-zagged, no

longer showing a Lorentzian form. Some ghost peaks are even spotted at the longer

wavelengths though there shouldn’t be any peaks (Panel (C)).
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Figure 2.21 : FDTD calculation of a gold sphere dimer (d = 100 nm) with 4 nm gap
(A) and gold nanorod dimers with the same total volume, but different configuration
and polarizations (B–D). Incident polarization was parallel to the long axis of the
sphere dimer and the nanorod long axis (A–C) while in (D) the polarization was
vertical to the long axis of the nanorod. The scattering spectra and the electric
field enhancement map calculated at the scattering peaks (indicated by the magenta
arrow) are shown. The colormap is shown in the inset of (C). The enhancement at
the center (|Ecenter/E0|2) follows the relationship: |Ecenter/E0|2(B) >|Ecenter/E0|2(A)
>|Ecenter/E0|2(D) >|Ecenter/E0|2(C).
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Figure 2.22 : Convergence test of grid size. (A) minimum grid size δ = 0.25 nm (B)
δ = 1.00 nm (C) δ = 2.00 nm

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we started with a physical picture of a light-nanoparticle interaction

to derive the simplest analytical solution to the spherical nanoparticles, Mie theory.

The important parameters affecting the spectra are discussed in details. Quasi-static,

dipole approximations to the Maxwell’s equations results in simplified equations for

anisotropic ellipsoidal nanorods. Extenstion of Mie theory to generalized Mie theory

allows for the analytical solutions of a system of arbitrary number of spheres. Some

representative examples are given to demonstrate the power of this theory. Finally,

we introduced finite-difference time-domain method to calculate nanostructures with

irregular shapes. Benchmark calculations are shown to validate the accuracy of the

FDTD and set the foundation for the use to calculate realistic gold nanorod and its

dimer.
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Chapter 3

Plasmonics Polymers

Plasmonic polymers are quasi one-dimensional assemblies of nanoparticles whose op-

tical responses are governed by near-field coupling of localized surface plasmons.

Through single particle extinction spectroscopy correlated with electron microscopy,

we reveal the effect of the composition of the repeat unit, the chain length, and

extent of disorder on the energies, intensities, and line shapes of the collective res-

onances of individual plasmonic polymers constructed from three different sizes of

gold nanoparticles. Our combined experimental and theoretical analysis focuses on

the superradiant plasmon mode, which results from the most attractive interactions

along the nanoparticle chain and yields the lowest energy resonance in the spectrum.

This superradiant mode redshifts with increasing chain length until an infinite chain

limit, where additional increases in chain length cause negligible change in the en-

ergy of the superradiant mode. We find that, among plasmonic polymers of equal

width comprising nanoparticles with different sizes, the onset of the infinite chain

limit and its associated energy are dictated by the number of repeat units and not

the overall length of the polymer. The intensities and linewidths of the superradiant

mode relative to higher energy resonances, however, differ as the size and number

of nanoparticles are varied in the plasmonic polymers studied here. These findings

provide general guidelines for engineering the energies, intensities, and line shapes of

the collective optical response of plasmonic polymers constructed from nanoparticles
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Figure 3.1 : Plasmonic polymers

with sizes ranging from a few tens to one hundred nanometers∗.

3.1 Introduction

Strong near-field coupling between localized surface plasmons supported by metal-

lic nanoparticles (NP) enables line shape engineering of the absorption and scattering

spectrum in the visible to near-infrared region [17, 35, 38, 89–92]. To explain the

collective behavior of coupled surface plasmons, several different concepts have been

inspired by well-established theories developed in physics and chemistry, such as plas-

mon hybridization [35, 38, 92], group theory [93], Fano resonances [34, 90] and super-

radiance [94]. Similarly, the assembly process of gold nanorods has been successfully

described by polymer growth kinetics derived for polymerization reactions [95–97]. In

the spirit of such analogies, plasmonic polymers are quasi one-dimensional NP assem-

blies with collective optical properties that can be tuned by changing the composition

∗This chapter is based on a published manuscript entitled ”Plasmonic polymers unraveled through

single particle spectroscopy” in Nanoscale (2014) [56]

http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlepdf/2014/nr/c4nr02839b
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of the monomer repeat unit. The overall optical properties of NP chains have been

shown to depend on the composition of the repeating monomer, establishing a prop-

erty that is fundamental to the definition of a polymer [55, 91, 98, 99]. Furthermore,

much like a conjugated organic polymer [100–103], an infinite chain limit defines the

resonance maximum of the lowest energy plasmon mode, which results from the most

attractive interaction of the individual NP dipoles aligned in phase along the longi-

tudinal chain axis and is referred to as the superradiant mode [32,54,91,98,104,105].

Finally, distributions in NP size and arrangement, often inherent to experimental sys-

tems, modify the collective optical response, but the effect of such disorder is overall

small for the energy of the superradiant mode in large NP assemblies and generally

only leads to changes in relative peak intensities and linewidths [55, 91, 106–109].

This behavior parallels the insensitivity of the optical spectra measured for conju-

gated polymers having a variety of chain lengths and conformations as their optical

properties are governed by localized chromophores consisting of a minimum number

of repeat units [100,102,103,110–112].

Both individual NPs and simple assemblies of NPs, or plasmonic molecules, can

serve as the repeating monomer unit in plasmonic polymers. Single particle studies

have proven that the sizes, shapes, compositions, and interparticle spacings within

a dimer of plasmonic NPs, the simplest plasmonic molecule, sensitively affect the

energy of the resulting coupled plasmon modes and the amplitude of the enhanced

electric field between the NPs [?, 17, 35, 38, 40, 45, 48, 49, 51, 89, 92, 113, 114]. More

complex plasmonic molecules composed of more than two NPs present even more

diverse avenues for tuning the excitation energy, amplitude, and distribution of the

enhanced localized electric field and for engineering spectral features such as Fano
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resonances and magnetic modes that are otherwise absent in simpler assemblies [17,

90,115,116]. Plasmonic molecules have been fabricated by electron beam lithography

and chemical assembly methods, where the latter add further variety due to the

potential to assemble many NP structures in parallel [35, 39, 95, 116, 117]. At the

expense of increased disorder, bottom-up assembly methods yield smaller interparticle

spacings that maximize near-field coupling and even enable one to tune interparticle

distances and relative orientations, i.e. bond lengths and bond angles [96, 115, 118,

119]. Because of the complexity involved in transitioning from plasmonic molecules to

polymers, basic guidelines for the relationships between plasmonic polymer geometry

and collective optical response are necessary for rational design and application of

these metallic nanostructures .

The ability of linear chains of plasmonic NPs to function as nanoscale optical an-

tennas and waveguides has already stimulated detailed investigations into how length,

interparticle gaps, and disorder affect the energies, oscillator strengths, and linewidths

of coupled plasmon modes in chains of Ag and Au NPs [22,23,54,120,121]. As NPs are

added successively to the length of the chain, the superradiant mode initially shows

a continuous redshift, which then saturates as an infinite chain limit is reached. To

summarize a body of literature, as long as 2.0 < D/r ≤ 2.5, , where D is the center-

to-center distance between the NPs and r is the NP radius, the energy of the lowest

energy peak plateaus for a number of repeat units, NL, between 5 and 10, even

though a range of r (5–55 nm) and interparticle gaps (0.5–30 nm) has been inves-

tigated [22, 54, 104, 106, 120]. The interaction strength between surface plasmons is

significantly reduced though when D/r increases from 2.01 to 2.1, as investigated in

detail both experimentally and through simulations for the smallest chain lengths of
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dimers and trimers [32, 47, 51]. Due to this decrease in coupling, saturation of the

redshifting for the lowest energy longitudinal chain mode is predicted to occur at

chain lengths as short as 7 NPs and at shorter wavelengths as the interparticle gap

increases [31, 53, 91, 122]. For example, the resonance maximum λmax of the super-

radiant longitudinal mode in the extinction spectra of lithographically fabricated Au

disks with r = 25 nm and D = 75 nm continues to redshift until NL ∼ 9 NPs, but

the total shift between the single NP resonance and λmax of the lowest energy chain

mode was only ∼ 12 nm [22].

Most recently, the groups of Mulvaney and Reinhard used dark-field scattering

single particle spectroscopy to demonstrate when the redshifting of the superradi-

ant plasmon mode saturates for individual chains that were composed of Au NPs

with diameters of 64 and 40 nm, respectively, and were one NP wide with a max-

imum length of 7 NPs [91, 106]. Accompanying theory highlights the sensitivity of

the optical response on the interparticle gap as increasing D/r decreases the overall

redshift achieved upon reaching the infinite chain limit. Similarly, Kumacheva and

coworkers correlated ensemble spectra with electron microscopy images to characterize

the dependence of the plasmon resonance redshift in plasmonic polymers comprising

nanorods on the average aggregation number, and also found that plasmon coupling

and the corresponding spectral shift decreases with increasing D/r [98].

The studies of Mulvaney and Reinhard are among the few experiments that test

the significance of important geometric parameters such as NP size and interparticle

distance on the response of individual NP chains with D/r < 2.05, but each study is

limited to NL ≤ 7, one average NP size, and chains of only one NP wide. In addi-

tion, the consequences of disorder are beyond the scope of those studies. Increasing
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the number of NPs in experimentally assembled chains also increases the distribu-

tion of sizes, shapes, and off-linear NP placements. Scheurer et al., Esteban et al.,

and Rüting have introduced disorder parameters to their theoretical investigations

and have shown that departure from well-ordered linear arrangements modulates the

relative intensities of the superradiant and higher order modes in the spectra of indi-

vidual chains [108,123,124]. Although Esteban et al. simulated NP chain geometries

specifically inspired by aggregates of Au NPs, they computationally randomized and

averaged the chain configurations to match optical spectra recorded in solution. The

dependence of the plasmonic response on geometric parameters in the presence of

experimentally inherent disorder for individual chains therefore still needs to be elu-

cidated further.

We previously explored linear chains of 47 nm Au NPs and showed that constructing

a plasmonic polymer using dimers of Au NPs, instead of single Au NPs, as the re-

peating monomer causes the superradiant mode to redshift further even if the number

of repeat units, NL, and overall physical length, LTot, are similar [55]. Theoretical

analysis revealed that for both double and single column chains, the superradiant

mode not only reaches an infinite chain limit for NL = 5–10, consistent with earlier

studies [31, 53, 108], but also redshifts due to plasmonic interactions as well as phase

retardation as LTot increases [53,122]. As the latter effect also depends on the width of

the plasmonic structure when NL and LTot are similar and considering that the dou-

ble column chain was twice as wide compared to the single column chain, it was not

possible to evaluate the role of NL vs. LTot in defining the resonance energies of the

superradiant mode for plasmonic polymers with different repeat units. We therefore

present here a comparison between plasmonic polymers that more rigorously unravel
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the influence of NL and LTot on the extinction spectra of plasmonic polymers, with

particular emphasis on the superradiant mode.

The current study provides three comparisons of plasmonic polymers, which all

have a similar width of ∼ 100 nm and vary NL, LTot, and the type of repeat unit,

as illustrated schematically in Figure 3.2. The repeat units used here are one large

NP with diameter d = 94 (±8) nm, a dimer of medium NPs with d = 47 (±4) nm,

and a linear tetramer of small NPs with d = 25 (±3) nm. Using the largest NPs, we

first establish experimental agreement with the predicted infinite chain length at NL

= 5–10 NPs for this plasmonic polymer by varying NL up to 13, significantly beyond

what has been reported before for single particle studies [31,106,108,115]. Our direct

observation of the infinite chain limit eliminates the need to establish it through

simulations. Next, we set LTot and the width constant (Figure 3.2 (B)) and allow

NL to vary from 5 large NPs, ∼10 dimers of medium NPs, to ∼ 20 tetramers of the

smallest NPs. Finally, we compare chains of the same NL and width, but varying LTot

due to the different NP size (Figure 3.2 (C)). Simulated extinction spectra of chains

with NP arrangements taken from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images as well

as ideal closely packed assemblies aid in the interpretation of the experiments and

furthermore give insight into how disorder, in addition to the geometric parameters

outlined in Figure 3.2 (B), modifies the energies, intensities, and shapes of the spectral

features. Our results show that the energy of the superradiant mode of plasmonic

polymers consisting of NPs of different sizes but overall similar widths is determined

by NL and not LTot, once the infinite chain limit has been reached. Substituting

large NPs for monomers comprising assemblies of smaller NPs, however, decreases

the intensity and broadens the width of the resonances.
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Figure 3.2 : Comparisons among plasmonic polymers tested experimentally here.
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however, obfuscating the effects of plasmon coupling over a different number of NPs,
NL, and retardation with increasing LTot. LTot is therefore held constant in (B) to
isolate the role of NL for different types of monomers, indicated in the red boxes. In
(C), the number of repeat units, NL, is held constant while LTot varies due to the
different sizes of the constituents.
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3.2 Experimental Section

3.2.1 Sample Preparation

Plasmonic polymers of Au NPs were assembled via a combination of the Marangoni

effect and capillary action as described previously [23]. Glass substrates coated with

indium tin oxide (ITO, Delta Technologies) were trimmed to rectangular chips of less

than 1 cm × 1 cm and cleaned by incubating them for 30 minutes at 45 oC in a 1:4:20

NH4OH:H2O2:H2O mixture followed by sonicating 3 times in deionised water for 15

minutes each. The chips were then cleaned in an O2 plasma and irradiated with 365

nm UV light for approximately 90 seconds.

Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA, A4 Mw = 495 kg mol−1, Microchem) in anisole

was spin coated onto the chips at 3000 rpm for 40 seconds and soft baked at 180 oC

for 90 seconds before mounting the chip to the sample stage of a SEM. Trenches were

created in the PMMA resist using electron beam lithography performed on a JEOL

6500 SEM operating at 30 kV and equipped with the Nabity Pattern Generation

System. Patterns were developed by placing the chip in a 1:3 mixture of methyl-

isobutylketone–isopropanol for 25 seconds and then in a stop bath of isopropanol for

several minutes, followed by blow drying with compressed N2.

Au NPs capped with sodium citrate were deposited onto the substrates within 48

hours of completing the lithography. The Au NPs (NanoPartz) had diameters of 25

(±3) nm, 47 (±4), and 94 (±8) nm as determined by transmission electron microscopy

(TEM, JEOL 1230, Figure 3.3). A 5 µL drop of Au NPs in an aqueous solution with

an optical density of ∼ 1 was placed on the patterned region of the chip. NPs filled the

trenches as the meniscus of the drop passed over the trenches. The drop was allowed
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Figure 3.3 : Representative transmission electron micrographs and corresponding
histograms of NP sizes for the three Au NP samples studied here. The mean diameters
are (A) 94 ± 8 nm, (B) 47 ± 4 nm, and (C) 25 ± 3 nm.

to dry completely. The presence of filled trenches was first confirmed by SEM in a

FEI Quanta 400 ESEM2 operating at 20 kV in wet mode at low magnification. Then

the resist was lifted-off by immersing the chip in acetone for several minutes with

brief sonication and the samples were finally dried with compressed N2.

3.2.2 Correlated Electron Microscopy and Single Particle Optical Spec-

troscopy

SEM images were acquired using the FEI Quanta 400 ESEM2 operating at 20

kV in high vacuum mode. SEM was first performed before optical spectroscopy at a
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magnification ≤ 40,000× to select the chains with closely packed NPs and the desired

dimensions, i.e. width, NL, and LTot. To avoid melting especially the smallest Au

NPs with the electron beam and to minimize effects due to interaction of organic con-

taminants with the electron beam, high magnification SEM to resolve the geometry

of individual chains was performed after optical spectroscopy.

Broadband extinction spectra of Au NP chains were acquired in transmission ge-

ometry as previously described [125]. The same PMMA resist was used to glue the

chip to a 24 × 50 mm glass cover slide (Fisher) that was mounted on a nanopo-

sitioning piezo stage (Physik Instrumente). Light from a halogen lamp (Newport)

was coupled into a fiber bundle mounted above the sample for normal incidence ex-

citation, which minimizes differences regarding the spectral dependence of plasmon

modes on the direction of the excitation light [90] and enables easier comparison with

calculations. The transmitted light was collected by a 50×/0.8 EC-Epiplan Neofluar

air-spaced objective in an inverted microscope (Zeiss) and, after passing through a

50 µm pinhole placed in the first image plane outside the microscope, detected by

an avalanche photodiode (APD, Perkin Elmer). By moving the scanning stage, an

image was obtained enabling us to locate the Au NP chain of interest. The light

was then redirected toward a Si CCD camera (Princeton Instruments) attached to a

spectrograph (Princeton Instruments) to record extinction spectra in the wavelength

range of 500 to 950 nm. To acquire spectra from 900–1700 nm, the light was focused

onto the end of a 100 µm diameter fiber that directed the light toward a spectrometer

(Andor Technology) equipped with an InGaAs array detector (Andor Technology).

The extinction spectrum was calculated according to:
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Extinction = −log(
I − Idc
I0 − Idc

) (3.1)

where I is the transmitted light intensity with a nanostructure in the observation

volume, I0 is the intensity in a background region without Au NPs, and Idc are the

dark counts measured with the lamp switched off.

The scattering spectra of individual 47 and 94 nm Au NPs, the dimer of 94 nm Au

NPs in Figure 3.2 (A), and the linear tetramer of 25 nm Au NPs in the inset of Figure

3.6 (C) were acquired by dark-field spectroscopy in reflection geometry on the same

microscope used to take extinction spectra. Excitation light from a halogen lamp was

focused onto the sample using the same 50×/0.8 objective and the scattered light was

collected in a reflected light geometry. The sample was again raster scanned to form

an image using the APD, then repositioned to the Au NP chain of interest, and the

light was redirected to the spectrograph. The spectra were normalized to the lamp

spectrum acquired using a white light standard (Labsphere SRS-99-010) and corrected

for dark counts. Spectra of single 25 nm Au NPs on the ITO coated substrates used

throughout this study could not be measured because their scattering intensity was

too weak due to the limited sensitivity of reflected light dark-field spectroscopy and

the increased background because of the roughness of the ITO substrate.

3.2.3 Generalized Mie Theory Calculations

The generalized Mie theory (GMT) code we used previously was improved based

on the T-matrix Fortran code for parallel computer clusters provided by Mackowski

and Mishchenko [55, 82]. Mie theory provides the analytical solution to Maxwell’s

equations for a single sphere. The scattered and incident fields are represented as an
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expansion of vector spherical harmonics with the appropriate weighting coefficients.

Analyzing the energy flow provides analytical equations for the optical cross-sections.

The GMT extends this solution to N spheres, where scattered fields from neighboring

spheres act as further excitation. The scattering coefficients for each of the Nspheres

is solved by considering a system of linear equations [126].

The electric fields and optical cross-sections presented here were calculated via the

GMT using input parameters from the geometry of the Au NP chains provided by

SEM. The geometry of each assembly was reproduced by an image analysis algorithm

based on the Hough transform, allowing the user to determine both the diameter

and location of individual constituent NPs [127]. In all calculations, the minimum

surface-to-surface separation was 0.5 nm, ensuring an optical response that can be

described by solely capacitive near-field coupling of the plasmon modes without quan-

tum effects [53,128]. Although our previous calculations used a minimum separation

of 1 nm, 0.5 nm gaps with 23 multipoles provided in general overall better agreement

between experiment and theory. For consistency among all simulations, we applied

this minimum separation to the calculation of the single and double column chains

of 47 Au NPs reported before [55] and presented here in Figure 3.11 (B) and (E)

as well as Figure 3.12 (B) and (E). Interparticle distances below a few nanometers

cannot be resolved by SEM and therefore a range of 0.5–1.0 nm is a good estimate

for the minimum edge-to-edge distance between closely packed Au NPs in the chains

fabricated here.

Likewise, discerning from the SEM images the sizes, positions, and separations

among every NP in chains consisting of closely packed 25 nm Au NPs proved to be

difficult without using higher magnifications that would have damaged the sample
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during SEM imaging. We found that randomized arrangements of Au NPs with

different diameters of d = 23 nm and d = 27 nm provided suitable models to represent

the measured optical response for the 25 (±3) nm Au NP chains as long as the overall

chain geometry and number of Au NPs was the same as determined from SEM. The

two sizes of 23 and 27 nm fall within the distribution of Au NP sizes measured by

TEM for this sample and were chosen to increase the filling efficiency compared to

spheres of uniform size. A collision-driven molecular dynamics algorithm was used to

produce the random Au NP positions [129,130].

Unpolarized spectra were calculated by averaging the in-plane polarization com-

ponents of the normal incident excitation light. The material response of each NP

was modeled using the bulk response of gold, with the complex dielectric function

taken from the tabulated values by Johnson and Christy [1]. An effective medium

dielectric constant for NPs on an ITO substrate and surrounded by air was obtained

by finding the best agreement between measured and simulated scattering spectra for

individual 94 nm Au NPs deposited on the same ITO glass substrates. The measured

scattering spectrum of a single Au NP was fit to a Lorentzian curve and the medium

dielectric constant in the simulations was adjusted so that the maximum peak wave-

length and linewidth of the calculated and measured spectra matched (Figure 3.4).

A refractive index of 1.32 provided the best agreement between the simulations and

the experiment and was therefore applied to all GMT simulations.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The extinction spectra in Figure 3.5 (A), representing the experimental realization

of Figure 3.2 (A) with 94 nm Au NPs, show that the resonance maximum λmax of the
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Figure 3.4 : Representative single particle dark-field scattering spectrum (blue line)
with Lorentzian fit (red dotted line) (A) and GMT spectra for different values of the
medium refractive indices (B). The dotted black line indicates the peak position of
572 nm determined from the Lorentzian fit. A refractive index of 1.32 provided the
best match between experiment and theory and was applied to the calculations of all
chains. The 94 nm Au NP sample was chosen for this calibration.
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lowest energy plasmon mode redshifts with increasing NL until an infinite chain limit

is reached. Beyond the infinite chain limit, successive addition of NPs to the length

of the chain does not significantly modify the energy of this resonance. Consistent

with simulations using the GMT for linear chains of uniform NP size, the measured

trend shown in Figure 3.2 (B) demonstrates that λmax of the superradiant mode

plateaus around NL ∼ 5–10. The infinite chain limit is thus reached at this number

for these 94 nm Au NPs, and the small differences in the measured λmax compared

to the simulated trend are attributed to the distribution of NP sizes, shapes, and

interparticle gaps as well as minor off-linear alignments of the NPs.

The physical mechanisms giving rise to the lowest energy coupled chain mode, its

redshift, and the eventual saturation of the redshift with increasing NL are quite com-

plex and have not been discussed in great detail compared to simply observing these

trends. We give here a discussion of the different, tightly interrelated factors that all

contribute to the trend observed in Figure 3.5 for the lowest energy mode of a one

NP wide chain, such as the influence of superradiance and retardation, in addition

to near-field plasmon coupling. For chains having lengths shorter than λmax/2, the

intensity of the lowest energy mode dominates the optical spectrum for interparticle

gaps smaller than the radii of the individual NPs and arises from the in phase in-

teraction of the individual NP dipoles along the longitudinal axis [22, 31, 53, 54, 122].

Nearest neighbor coupling alone cannot account for the saturation of the redshift

with increasing NL though, and therefore interactions among non-neighboring NPs

also contribute within the limits of the superradiant coherence length [131]. The dom-

inant intensity of the lowest energy mode is the manifestation of superradiance, where

coherent excitation of two or more radiating particles causes their dipole moments to
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become correlated. Due to this coherence, they radiate more strongly than the sum

of their individual dipole moments would otherwise predict. The coherence length is

defined by half the wavelength of light at the resonant wavelength of the superradiant

mode. Thus, as more NPs are added to the length of the chain in Figure 3.5, the

lowest energy mode broadens and gains intensity within the superradiant coherence

length.

Retardation causes the resonance energy of the lowest-energy mode, λmax, to de-

crease with increasing NP size and overall dimensions of the chain [121,132]. Once the

size of a nanostructure surpasses the quasistatic size regime (λ >> r, i.e. ∼ 20 nm),

phase retardation depolarizes the electric field of the incident light over the dimen-

sions of the NP [121,133]. Radiation damping, which scales with 1/r2, broadens the

width of the plasmon resonance, and dynamic depolarization, which scales with 1/r3,

causes all resonant modes to redshift. Thus, the lowest energy mode of individual

as well as assembled NPs redshift and broaden substantially with increasing size for

dimensions outside the quasistatic limit due to retardation.

Apart from the size dependence of superradiance and retardation, increasing the

size of the constituent NPs in one-dimensional chains directly affects interparticle

plasmon coupling by increasing the amplitude of the fields scattered by the individual

NPs. The scattering cross sections of individual NPs with diameters ≤ 100 nm

increase with V 2, where V is the NP volume [134–136]. These scattered fields result

in further constructive and destructive interference for different plasmon modes [31,

121,134].
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Finally, in addition to the general increase in plasmon coupling for smaller inter-

particle distances, higher order plasmon modes of the individual NPs gain strength

and couple with higher order and dipole modes of the neighboring NPs [53]. Even

if the sizes of the individual NPs fall within the quasistatic regime where only the

dipole mode contributes to the optical response of an individual NP, closely spaced

assemblies of small NPs still require consideration of near-field coupling via higher

order modes. Theoretical simulations have furthermore shown that to a significantly

greater extent, these higher order modes of the constituent NPs must be included to

correctly model the collective chain resonances as D decreases [53,54,122]. Compared

to the lowest energy mode, the intensities and wavelengths of peaks corresponding

to these higher order coupled modes are more easily modulated due to symmetry

breaking in experimental assemblies, described more thoroughly in the ensuing dis-

cussion [55,123].

In Figure 3.5, NL and LTot simultaneously increase as successive NPs are added

to the length of the chain. Unraveling the contributions to the spectral shape from

plasmon coupling in plasmonic polymers with different repeat units requires us to

hold the length and width of the assembly constant, as both retardation and the

superradiant coherence length depend on the absolute dimension of the nanostructure,

and not the number of NPs [121,134,135,137]. Figure 3.5 experimentally tests Figure

3.2 (B), comparing chains comprising three different kinds of monomers with the same

total length, LTot ∼ 500 nm, and width ∼ 100 nm. We have previously shown that

changing the width of the plasmonic polymer by replacing a single NP repeat unit

with a dimer affects the energies of the superradiant mode due to a combination of

plasmon coupling and retardation [55]. The width of the different plasmonic polymers
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is therefore held constant for all studies here. Figure 3.5 shows spectra of plasmonic

polymers, where LTot of each chain is conserved by changing the composition from 5

individual 94 nm Au NPs (chain 5N1) to 9 dimers of 47 nm Au NPs (chain 9N2) or

20 linear tetramers of 25 nm Au NPs (chain 20N4). According to Figure 3.5, chain

5N1 is at the onset of the infinite chain limit defined by NL, while the other two

chains despite their smaller NPs are expected to have also reached or even exceeded

the infinite chain limit based on previous studies of chains with NPs of different

diameters [31,53,108].

The spectra in Figure 3.6, especially those for 5N1 and 9N2, are remarkably similar,

and we conclude that substitution of repeat units does not significantly alter the

energy of the lowest energy mode for constant LTot and width, considering the infinite

chain limit has been reached. The superradiant modes from the chain of 5 single NPs

(chain 5N1) in Figure 3.6 (A) and the chain of 9 dimers (chain 9N2) in Figure 3.6

(B) occur at 1155 and 1190 nm, respectively. The significant redshift between these

lowest energy modes and the resonant dipole modes of their repeat units derives

from both retardation and plasmon coupling as discussed above. The fact that the

number of repeat units in chain 9N2 has nearly doubled from chain 5N1 while the

absolute chain length of ∼500 nm has remained the same, suggests that retardation

effects dominated by the overall plasmonic polymer dimensions mainly determine the

energy of the superradiant mode. Plasmon interactions over more NPs, however, lead

to broadening of the resonance, as indeed the FWHM of 275 nm for chain 9N2 is

larger than the FWHM of 230 nm for chain 5N1 [122]. The ensuing discussion below

on the simulated spectra of these chains will address in more detail the interplay of

retardation, plasmon coupling, and superradiance on the position and shape of the
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Figure 3.5 : Dependence of the spectral response of plasmonic polymers on the number
of repeat units NL. (A) Broadband extinction spectra of chains consisting of 94 nm
Au NPs with varying NL and corresponding SEM images. The scale bar represents
200 nm. For NL = 2, the dark-field scattering spectrum is shown as the coupled mode
is still within the spectral response of the CCD camera. All spectra were normalized
to the peak of the lowest energy mode. (B) Measured and simulated scaling of the
peak wavelength of the superradiant mode with chain length expressed as NL.
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Figure 3.6 : Extinction spectra of chains having the same LTot and width and their
corresponding SEM images. Extinction spectra for (A) chain 5N1 with d = 94 nm,
(B) chain 9N2 with d = 47 nm, and (C) chain 20N4 with d = 25 nm. The inset of
(C) shows the scattering spectrum measured for the repeat unit of chain 20N4, the
linear tetramer. The scale bars in the SEM images represent 100 nm.

lowest energy collective plasmon resonance.

Compared to chains 5N1 and 9N2, the extinction spectrum in Figure 3.6 (C) of

the chain of 20 tetramers (chain 20N4), which also has LTot ∼ 500 nm, similarly

has a lowest energy mode near 1200 nm. The significant redshift from the dipole

resonant mode at 725 nm of the repeat unit shown in the inset of Figure 3.6 (C)

implicates significant coupling over many repeat units in chain 20N4. The lowest

energy resonance of chain 20N4 is, however, severely broadened, and it is likely that
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the increased width is not just due to additional plasmon coupling over more NPs,

but can also be attributed to the superposition of different resonant modes arising

from many localized short range and long range plasmonic interactions within the

chain and polarized in both longitudinal and transverse directions [55]. Whilst the

25 nm NPs can easily pile into multiple layers on top of the substrate, multi-layered

regions of chains are easily identified by their increased contrast in SEM compared

to single layer chains, as seen in Figure 3.7, and excluded from our analysis and

discussion. These different factors will be addressed in more detail below through

calculations using the GMT. Overall, the extinction spectra of the three chains in

Figure 3.6 show that substituting large NPs with smaller NPs to create chains of the

same length and width yields a lowest energy mode of nearly the same energy, but

the composition clearly influences the shape of the spectrum in terms of linewidths

and relative intensities of the superradiant mode compared to higher order coupled

plasmon modes.

Figure 3.6 demonstrates that, at a length corresponding to the infinite chain limit

for the chains of largest NPs, changing the composition to smaller NPs while preserv-

ing the overall dimensions of the chain will modify the width and intensity but not

the energy of the superradiant mode. The question remains, however, if LTot is the

key parameter that determines λmax of the superradiant mode, especially considering

how NL of chain 20N4 exceeds the infinite chain limit (as also verified below by GMT

calculations). Figure 3.8 addresses this question by comparing chains with the same

NL: a chain of 9 single 94 nm Au NPs (chain 9N1), the same chain of 9 dimers of 47

nm Au NPs examined in Figure 3.6 (chain 9N2), and a chain of 9 linear tetramers of

25 nm Au NPs (chain 9N4). Note that when substituting the large 94 nm Au NPs
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Figure 3.7 : SEM images of chains with 25 nm Au NPs that show apparent multi-
layered structure.

with dimers of 47 nm Au NPs, preserving NL, causes LTot to change by a factor of

two, and so forth with tetramers of the 25 nm Au NPs, while still keeping the width

the same.

Interestingly, the lowest energy resonances in the extinction spectra of chains 9N1,

9N2, and 9N4 occur again at almost the same wavelengths of 1200 nm, 1190 nm,

and 1170 nm, respectively (Figure 3.8). Additional extinction spectra of the chains

studied here are provided in Figure 3.9 to illustrate the reproducibility of the observed

trends. This result indicates that NL, and not LTot, determines the energy of the

lowest energy resonance once the infinite chain limit is reached. This conclusion

is further supported by examining Figure 3.6 and 3.8 in parallel. Nearly doubling

LTot between chain 5N1 to chain 9N1, leads to a minor redshift of ∼40 nm. More

significantly, reducing LTot by 4 times from chain 9N1 to chain 9N4 leads to a small
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Figure 3.8 : Extinction spectra of chains having approximately the same number of
monomers and their corresponding SEM images. (A) Chain 9N1 with d = 94 nm,
(B) chain 9N2 with d = 47 nm, and (C) chain 9N4 with d = 25 nm. The scale bars
represent 100 nm.

blueshift of 30 nm. The experimental data of Figure 3.6 and 3.8 thus demonstrate

that NL is the more important geometric parameter that determines the energy of

the lowest energy mode.

Simulations via the GMT give powerful insight into the identity of the resonant

modes and the physical mechanisms leading to the shape of the spectra. Furthermore,

only theory can provide a systematic comparison of how realistic systems differ from

perfectly ordered plasmonic polymers. Although other gridded numerical approaches

such as finite-difference time domain (FDTD) and finite-element method (FEM) sim-
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Figure 3.9 : Additional extinction spectra of chains of 90 nm (A) (B) and 25 nm (C)
(D) Au NPs demonstrate the invariance of the peak wavelength of the superradiant
mode. Here, (A) & (B) reproduce LTot for Figure 3.6 (A) & (C) respectively, while
(C) & (D) reproduce NL from Figure 3.8 (A) & (C) respectively.
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ulations are able to simulate objects with arbitrary shape, the size and fineness of

the gridding required for the large number of NPs in some of the chains studied here

make these methods computationally very expensive. The analytical approach using

the GMT is a more affordable theoretical tool for these chains. The GMT simula-

tions considered 23 multipole modes of the individual Au NPs to achieve convergence

and inherently considered plasmon coupling, higher order modes, superradiance, and

retardation effects, which were discussed qualitatively above. Spectra and charge

distributions were simulated at the lowest energy resonance for well-ordered chains

(Figure 3.11 (A–C) and 3.12 (A–C) and experimental chains in Figure 3.6 and 3.8

(Figure 3.11 (D–F) and 3.12 (D–F)).

In figure 3.6 (A) and (B), the calculated extinction spectra of the well-ordered

counterparts of 5N1 and 10N2 in Figure 3.6 share qualitatively similar line shapes.

Both the experiments and simulations reveal significant redshifting of the superra-

diant chain mode compared to the monomer repeat units (black lines). The largest

redshift occurs for chain 5N1 (Figure 3.11 (A)), with a superradiant mode at 1095

nm, which is shifted by 230 nm relative to the same mode of chain 10N2 (Figure

3.11 (B)), the well-ordered version of chain 9N2. After the disorder of the particle

size and position is accounted for in Figure 3.11 (D) and (E), the difference in the

energy of the superradiant mode between 5N1 and 9N2 becomes smaller, improv-

ing agreement between experiment and theory. The improvement is due to the fact

that disorder tends to maximize interparticle plasmon coupling, especially in a sev-

eral NP wide chain and therefore redshifts the superradiant mode. This rationale

can be verified by considering non-close vs. close packing of the ideal chains (Figure

3.11 (B) and (C)). The extinction spectra of the hexagonally close packed versions
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(AB, dashed brown lines in Figure 3.11 (B) and (C) of chains 10N2 and 20N4 have

superradiant peaks that are further redshifted and broadened from the square (AA)

packed configurations. The AB configuration alleviates some of the repulsive plas-

monic interactions along the transverse chain axis, thereby lowering the energy of

the superradiant mode. Furthermore, as seen from Figure 3.11 (D)–(F), introducing

additional degrees of disorder through different NP sizes, shapes, and positions causes

the superradiant mode of disordered structures to redshift further than those of the

well-ordered counterparts; disorder likely allows NPs to pack more closely in some

regions of chains 9N2 and 20N4 and hence couple more strongly through near-field

interactions. Small differences do exist, however, between the theory and the exper-

iment for the 5N1 and 9N2 chains, likely because of the inhomogeneity of substrate

and the faceted shapes of real NPs.

For chain 20N4, which contains the smallest NPs, the simulation (Figure 3.11 (C))

cannot produce the peak at 1200 nm seen in the experiment even for the totally

randomized structure (Figure 3.11 (F)). This discrepancy is attributed to the fact

that the input structure in the simulation is limited to the resolution of the SEM,

which is not capable of exactly determining the real spacing and size of the smallest

NPs. Therefore we cannot rule out the possibility of touching NPs in the structure

and this effect will be discussed in details below.

Similar to the results in Figure 3.11, disorder has only a small effect on the position

of the lowest energy resonance maximum for the chain composed of a single column

of 94 nm Au NPs (Figure 3.12 (A) and (D)). The resonance maximum and spectral

shape of the simulated spectra are in good agreement with the experimental results

(Figure 3.8 (A)). Again, the simulated spectra of AA- and AB-packed chains in Figure
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3.12 (B) and (C) again confirm that AB-packing, with smaller interstitial spaces and

weaker repulsive interactions, allow the chain modes to further redshift and broaden

compared to AA-packing. This effect is again amplified in Figure 3.12 (D)–(F) for

the smallest NPs, where a distribution of sizes and more disordered packing promote

plasmon coupling and further lower the energies of the superradiant modes. Note

that the spectra for the medium size NP chains are the same as in Figure 3.11.

By considering chains with ideal configurations, we can furthermore test the con-

clusion that NL is a more important parameter than LTot in determining when the

excitation energy of the superradiant mode saturates, or when the infinite chain limit

is reached. In the inset of Figure 3.12 (C) the normalized wavelength shift of the

lowest energy mode is plotted for ideal AA packed chains as a function of NL for

the three NP sizes. Chains 3N1, 6N2 and 12N4, indicated by the arrows, have ap-

proximately the same length and width but different NL. It is clear that the redshift

for chain 6N2 and 12N4 has already saturated while for chain 3N1 it has not. This

comparison demonstrates that NL, and not LTot, determines the onset of the infinite

chain limit. Once the infinite chain limit is reached for each NP size, the redshift

of the superradiant mode becomes negligible and the total chain length LTot is not

important.

Despite the good agreement between experiment and theory for the chains com-

posed of the large and medium size NPs, we cannot ignore the contrast between the

measured spectra for chains 20N4 and 9N4 in Figure 3.6 (C) and 3.8 (C), where the

lowest energy peaks of all structures measured occur near 1200 nm, and the simula-

tions of Figure 3.11 (F) and Figure 3.12 (F), where even the disordered arrangement

does not redshift the lowest energy peak beyond 830 nm. The discussion of the ex-
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perimental chains 20N4 and 9N4 acknowledges that the resolution of the SEM images

does not allow us to rule out conductive interactions. The inability to redshift the

lowest energy peaks of these chains past 900 nm with solely capacitive interactions

at minimum separations of 0.5 nm in Figure 3.11 and 3.12 further implicate contri-

butions from conductive interactions to the spectral intensity at 1200 nm in Figure

3.6 (C) and 3.8 (C).

Metallic contact is, however, not solely responsible for the lowest energy peaks

of 20N4 and 9N4 in Figure 3.6 (C) and 3.11 (C), respectively. This conclusion is

derived from intentionally fusing NPs in a chain composed of 25 nm NPs due to

prolonged exposure to a high intensity lamp (Figure 3.10). The lowest energy mode

now appears even further redshifted at 1350 nm in the measured spectrum of the fused

chain in Figure 3.10 (A), which has the same dimensions as chain 20N4. Similarly,

the intensity of the peak at 1200 nm in Figure 3.10 (B) is enhanced for this fused

version of chain 9N4. Furthermore, these lowest energy peaks of the fused chains are

narrower than those of chains 20N4 and 9N4 in Figure 3.6 (C) and 3.8 (C). These

redshifts and linewidth narrowing are consistent with charge transfer plasmons [50].

These observations collectively indicate that plasmon modes besides those arising

from metallic contact contribute to the lowest energy peaks for the experimental

chains 20N4 and 9N4 in Figure 3.6 (C) and 3.8 (C).

It is expected that the assemblies of smallest NPs are more likely to sustain plasmon

modes arising from conductive contact and electron tunneling than assemblies of the

other two NP sizes for two reasons. First, the 25 nm NPs likely experience the

least electrostatic repulsion during assembly considering they have the least charged

surfaces among the NPs used here, revealed by zeta potential measurements (Table
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Figure 3.10 : Extinction spectra of chains of 25 nm Au NPs that have been partially
melted and fused together such that conductive interactions contribute to the optical
response. The chain in (A) has LTot = 500 nm, corresponding to the chain 20N4 in
Figure 3.6. The chain in (B) has LTot = 260 nm, corresponding to the chain 9N4 in
Figure 3.8

Table 3.1 : Zeta potentials of the Au NPs measured in water.

NP Diameter (nm) Zeta Potential (mV)

94 -57 ± 12 mV

52 -37 ± 12 mV

25 -33 ± 12 mV
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3.1). The reduced charges on the 25 nm Au NPs could subject their assemblies

to interparticle separations <0.5 nm, where electron tunneling is expected to occur

[48, 108, 117, 128]. Second, as the diameter of the NP shrinks, quantum tunneling of

electrons between NPs due to the ‘spill-out’ of the electron cloud sets in at larger

separations relative to their diameters [138]. Considering a dimer of NPs, metallic

contact between the two NPs imparts a narrow low energy peak, a charge transfer

plasmon, resembling that of a continuous structure, while tunneling between closely

separated but non-touching NPs presents an additional dissipation pathway for the

bonding dipolar plasmon [48, 52, 139]. To summarize recent literature, Dionne and

coworkers experimentally quantified the onset of quantum tunneling between Ag NPs

with diameters of 9 nm at an edge-to-edge separation of 1 nm [48]. Similarly, quantum

corrected models for the onset of quantum tunneling have been introduced at gaps

of ∼0.4 nm for Au NPs with diameters of 50 nm [128, 138]. A rigorous analysis of

how the onset of quantum tunneling between NPs is determined by their diameters

is beyond the scope of our current study but remains an important topic of active

investigation in the field. The additional dissipation pathway provided by tunneling

between NPs broadens, blueshifts, and decreases the intensity of the bonding dipolar

plasmon. Considering ∼80 NPs in chain 20N4 and ∼40 NPs in chain 9N4, the broad

peaks centered around 1200 nm in Figure 3.6 (C) and Figure 3.8 (C) are therefore

assigned to a superposition of conductive contact, electron tunneling, and capacitive

interactions between many NPs.

Our conclusions regarding the contribution from several coupling mechanisms for

chains composed of 25 nm NPs is furthermore justified by comparing the linewidth of

the lowest energy resonance in experiments and simulations. Because superradiance
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is related to the volume of the structure [131], the linewidths of the lowest energy

mode in 20N4 and 10N4 should be narrower than all the other chains. However,

only simulations that only consider capacitive effects including superradiance, and

not the experiments, agree with this trend. The unexpectedly broad linewidth of the

smallest NP chains is therefore indicative of other mechanisms such as tunneling and

conductive interactions in the structure, which are not accounted for by the GMT

and incorporating them into grid based calculations for the number of NPs considered

here is beyond the scope of this study.

3.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have experimentally and theoretically investigated the sensitivity of

the optical response of plasmonic polymers on their defining properties, i.e. (1) the

existence of an infinite chain limit as evidenced by the saturation of the redshifting

of the lowest energy mode; (2) determination of the overall optical response by the

identity of the repeat unit; (3) tolerance to disorder in NP size and arrangement. In

particular, our comparisons tested the importance of the number of repeat units of

the polymer, NL, and the total length of the polymer, LTot, on the wavelength of the

lowest energy peak when the width of the polymer was conserved by replacing a large

NP with a dimer of medium NPs or a linear tetramer of small NPs. We find that

NL, and not LTot, is the more important parameter in determining the onset of the

infinite chain limit and the associated resonance energy of the superradiant mode. Our

combined experimental and theoretical investigations confirm that, for the relatively

large chains investigated here, the wavelengths of the collective chain resonances are

determined by both plasmon coupling and retardation. The overall intensities of

the extinction spectra increased with increasing NP size, resulting from increasing
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Figure 3.11 : Extinction spectra and charge distributions at the lowest energy peak
calculated via the GMT for ideal (A–C) and experimental (D–F) plasmonic polymers
of Au NPs with the same LTot and width. The modeled chains comprise 94 nm Au
NPs (A) and (D), 47 nm Au NPs (B) and (E), and 25 nm Au NPs (C) and (F). The
black lines in (A–C) give the simulated extinction spectra of the monomer repeat
units: (A) a single 94 nm Au NP, (B) a dimer of 47 nm Au NPs, and (C) a linear
tetramer of 25 nm Au NPs. (B) and (C) show calculated spectra for both AA-packed
(solid blue lines) and AB-packed (dotted brown lines) configurations. The schematic
drawings of the AA-packed and AB-packed chains are shown in the bottom inset.
The spectrum in (F) was calculated for a randomized arrangement of 25 nm Au NPs.
It is noted that the NL of the ideal chain 10N2 is chosen to compare with the ideal
plasmonic polymers of other repeat units to the same LTot; therefore 10N2 is not
meant to directly compare with the experimental structure 9N2.
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Figure 3.12 : Extinction spectra and charge distributions at the lowest energy peak
calculated via the GMT for ideal (A–C) and experimental (D–F) plasmonic polymers
of Au NPs with the same NL and width. The modeled chains comprise 94 nm Au
NPs (A) and (D), 47 nm Au NPs (B) and (E), and 25 nm Au NPs (C) and (F). (B)
and (C) show spectra for both AA-packed (solid blue lines) and AB-packed (dotted
brown lines) configurations. The inset of (C) gives the relative shift of the lowest
energy peak with increasing NL for monomers of individual 94 nm Au NPs (blue
dots), dimers of 47 nm Au NPs (red crosses), and linear tetramers of 25 nm Au NPs
(black asterisks). The arrows in the inset indicate the 3N1, 6N2 and 12N4 chains,
respectively. The spectrum in (F) was calculated for a randomized arrangement of 25
nm Au NPs. It is also noted that the NL of the ideal chain 10N1 or 10N2 is chosen
to compare with the ideal plasmonic polymers of other repeat units to the same NL;
therefore neither 10N1 nor 10N2 is meant to directly compare with their experimental
counterparts.
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volumes of Au despite similar chain widths and lengths. The spectral linewidths,

especially of the lowest energy mode, were determined by multiple pathways that

dephase the plasmon resonance including dynamic depolarization, radiative damping,

depolarization due to capacitive plasmon coupling, and likely electron tunneling for

the chains composed of the smallest NPs. Our study therefore further defines the role

of the repeat unit in plasmonic polymers. In particular, the number of repeat units

determines the wavelength of the lowest energy mode, but the identity of the repeat

unit, and hence the composition of the plasmonic polymer, tunes the shape of the

spectrum.
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Chapter 4

AuNR: Spectra and Linewidth

We present FDTD calculation of single gold nanorods with various dimensions to

match the experimentally-acquired pure absorption spectra and pure scattering spec-

tra. We find agreement between the measured spectra and the calculated spectra,

therefore validating the use of photothermal contrast as a novel tool for accessing

the pure absorption spectra of nanostructures. The broadening of the surface plas-

mon resonance for gold nanorods on a quartz substrate is systematically analyzed

to provide access to the electron transfer rate between the gold and a single-layer

graphene deposited on the quartz. Analysis of the plasmon linewidth yields an av-

erage electron transfer time of 160 ± 30 fs, which is otherwise difficult to measure

directly in the time domain with single-particle sensitivity. These results are impor-

tant for future applications of light harvesting with metal nanoparticle plasmons and

efficient hot electron acceptors as well as for understanding hot electron transfer in

plasmon-assisted chemical reactions ∗.

4.1 Introduction

Chemical synthesis of metal nanoparticles often yields broad distributions of sizes

and shapes, leading to inhomogeneous broadening of the surface plasmon resonance

in ensemble spectroscopy. Single-particle spectroscopy had been proven to overcome

∗This chapter is partially based on the materials in two published manuscripts [66,69]
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this issue as it removes sample heterogeneity. Single-particle spectroscopy can be

done most commonly with pure scattering-based signal using the dark-field scatter-

ing spectroscopy [68,87,140] or with the extinction-based signals [55,56,87]. Although

absorption-based imaging has recently been demonstrated [141] no absorption spec-

troscopy of nanostructure beyong the quasi-static regime has been demonstrated until

Yorulmaz and co-workers developed a multi-wavelength photothermal imaging scheme

with a correction factor based on the absorpion of a gold film [69]. Comparison of the

absorption spectra to the scattering spectra of the same individual gold nanoparticles

reveals the blueshift of the absorption spectra, as predicted by Mie theory but previ-

ously not detectable in extinction measurements that measure the sum of absorption

and scattering [142].

Determination of the time scales for hot electron transfer between chemically pre-

pared gold nanorods and monolayer graphene, as well as the factors governing it,

is impeded by the expected ultrafast (i.e., femtosecond) charge transfer. Although

ultrafast pump–probe transient absorption spectroscopy can routinely be used to ac-

cess such time scales in ensemble measurements, achieving similar time resolutions

for single particles is very demanding because of the pulse broadening in a microscope

objective. In this chapter, FDTD simulation was adopted to simulate AuNRs with

different widths and lengths to complement the measured absorption and scattering

spectra and provide predictions regarding the peak positions and linewidths.
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4.2 Results and Discussion

4.2.1 AuNR Spectra

The FDTD models for the AuNR has shown in Chapter 2. Three measured pure

scattering (with dark-field scattering spectroscopy) and pure absorption (with pho-

tothermal contrast) spectra with increasing aspect ratio are show in Figure 4.1 (A–C).

Their SEM images are shown in the inset. In order to perform simulations for the

exact nanorod sizes, we correlate the optical measurements with scanning electron

microscopy (SEM, see insets to Figure 4.1 (A–C)). The dimension of the AuNRs were

then read out and used as an input parameter for the FDTD calculation, as indi-

cated in the top part of Figure 4.1 (D–F). The FDTD simulations are in very good

agreement with the corresponding measured nanorod absorption spectra shown in

Figure 4.1 (D–F), validating the pure absorption spectroscopy procedure developed

by Yorulmaz and co-workers [69]. For the simulations, we neglect the substrate and

instead employ an effective refractive index of nglycerol−glass = 1.495. The FDTD sim-

ulations are performed using linearly polarized light and exciting the nanorod along

their long and short axis. We then again average the simulated spectra as in the

case of the experiments. The simulations reproduce the spectral shapes and reso-

nance maxima of both absorption and scattering well. In particular, focusing on the

longitudinal plasmon resonance, a clear blueshift of the absorption maximum is seen

compared to the scattering response for small aspect ratio nanorods, similar to the

spherical nanoparticles but smaller in magnitude. However, the magnitude of this

spectral shift decreases as the nanorod aspect ratio increases and the longitudinal

plasmon resonance peaks at longer wavelengths. In contrast to the absorption spec-

tra, the transverse plasmon mode of the nanorods is either very weak or not observed
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at all by dark-field scattering spectroscopy. he measured trend of decreasing spec-

tral shift with larger aspect ratio is captured by the simulations. The shift between

the absorption and scattering maxima is due to different frequency-dependent reso-

nance conditions of the scattered and absorbed powers by the nanoparticles, as can be

explained with a damped harmonic oscillator model proposed by Zuloaga et al. [26].

4.2.2 Linewidth

The total plasmon linewidth,Γ, describes the overall decay of the plasmon oscillation

and is directly related to its dephasing time via T2 = 2~/Γ [143], where Γ is the

homogeneous linewidth of the plasmon in energy unit. In a most simplied picture,

the observed linewidth Γ is linearly composed of there parameters

Γ = γb + Γrad + ΓES + ΓID (4.1)

where γb is the contribution from the bulk dielectric function, Γrad the radia-

tion damping and ΓES the electron-surface scattering and ΓID interfacial damp-

ing [143, 144]. It is noted that ΓES is significant only when the particle is smaller

or comparable to the free mean path of the electron in the metal (∼ 10 nm for

gold) [71,144] so it’s neglible here. The bulk damping term γb is related to the dielec-

tric function of the metal and therefore depends on the resonance energy of the surface

plasmon [144]. Figure 4.2 plots the measured linewidth for gold nanorods on quartz,

ΓQ, as a function of the corresponding surface plasmon resonance maximum Eres.

The plasmon linewidth for nanorods increased for higher resonance energies, consis-

tent with previous studies, which assigned this trend to an increased nonradiative

damping due to generation of electron–hole pairs for smaller aspect ratio nanorods

with resonances approaching the interband transition threshold [71, 143, 144]. The
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Figure 4.1 : Absorption spectra of individual gold nanorods correlated with scat-
tering, morphology, and simulations. Panels (A–C) are measured absorption (green
circles) spectra, correlated with measured scattering (solid red line) spectra on the
same nanorods. The experiments are repeated for nanorods with different scattering
(absorption) plasmon resonances of 610.6 (606.8), 652.0 (649.6) and 687.8 nm (687.7
nm) for panels (A), (B) and (C), respectively. The correlated SEM images of the
nanorods are shown in the insets of panels (A–C) (the size of each image is 250 nm).
Using the SEM images, the lengths and widths of the nanorods are determined as 61.5
nm × 40 nm, 63.5 nm × 34 nm, and 71.5 nm × 34 nm for the nanorods in panels (A)
(B) and (C), respectively. These sizes are used to perform FDTD simulations with
the results shown in panels (D–F). The calculated scattering (absorption) plasmon
resonances in panels (D), (E), and (F) are 613.4 (608.9), 650.6 (649.0), and 685.8 nm
(684.7 nm), respectively. The measured (calculated) peak shift between absorption
and scattering for the longitudinal plasmon resonance is 3.8 (4.5), 2.4 (1.6), and 0.1
nm (1.1 nm). The average laser intensity at 500 nm is ∼51 kW/cm2. Individual gold
nanorods are deposited and immobilized on a glass substrate with a gold film pattern
by spin-coating and then embedded in glycerol
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linewidth values for single nanorods were averaged in bins of 0.03 eV (ΓQbin). The

experimental linewidth for gold nanorods on quartz, ΓQ, can be fully described by

the quasi-static model of ellipsoidal nanorods (introduced in Chapter 2) in a homo-

geneous environment, implying that the quartz substrate had a negligible effect on

plasmon damping (Figure 4.2). The radiation damping term, Γrad, was calculated

using the equation Γrad = 2 ~κV , where κ is the radiation damping coefficient and

V is the particle volume [144]. We assumed κ to be 4.0 × 10−7 fs−1 nm−3 [143,144],

and a linear approximation of nanorod volume as a function of resonance energy was

used to account for the nanorod size dispersity. Apart from the measured dielectric

function of gold [1],an effective medium refractive index of nm = 1.25, and κ, no

adjustable parameters entered into our calculation. The excellent agreement between

the experimental data for nanorods on quartz and the linewidth values of the simple

quasi-static model, ΓQSM , suggests that no other damping mechanisms contributed to

the total plasmon linewidth in this case. In particular, the quartz substrate could be

accounted for through the dielectric constant of the environment without additional

charge transfer interactions.

More detailed FDTD calculations confirmed that the quartz substrate did not in-

duce significant changes to the plasmon linewidth (Figure 4.2). FDTD calculations

allowed us to model the actual nanorod geometry. The nanorods were modeled with

a hemispherical end-cap geometry, surrounded by a 2 nm thick cetyl trimethylammo-

nium bromide (CTAB) layer [49], and resting on a quartz substrate. The nanorod

sizes were varied according to the experimental size distribution (reported in [66]),

and the resulting spectra were fit to Lorenztian functions to extract the linewidth.

By using the actual nanorod dimensions, the FDTD simulations implicitly accounted
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for both bulk and radiation damping. Averaged linewidths for 0.03 eV bins obtained

from these FDTD simulations, ΓFDTD, are also included in Figure 4.2 and are in

very good agreement with the experimental data and the quasi-static model. The

small deviation of the linewidth by the FDTD simulations could be due to the mul-

titude of geometric and dielectric parameters that were included as none of them

were optimized from the literature values. For example, just the end-cap geometry of

nanorods has been shown to have drastic effects on the plasmon resonance energy and

linewidth [88]. Because the FDTD calculated linewidths are close to the experimen-

tal values for nanorods on quartz, interface damping ΓID due to charge interaction

between the gold nanorods and quartz is ruled out as an additional contribution to

the plasmon linewidth, in agreement with the results from the quasi-static model.

Because the linewidth for gold nanorods on graphene, ΓG, was found to be broad-

ened beyond intrinsic bulk damping and radiation damping (Figure 4(B) in [66]),

we assign the additional plasmon damping to charge transfer interactions with the

graphene monolayer. This additional electron transfer term translates to a T2,ET of

160 ± 30 fs for gold nanorods on graphene [66]. Although in the current gold nanopar-

ticle–graphene hybrid system electronic bands instead of distinct orbitals must be

considered, future studies will address the question if the hot electron transfer time

and efficiency measured through the plasmon linewidth in these single-particle studies

can be tuned by changing the plasmon resonance energy through the nanorod aspect

ratio and by tuning of the graphene Fermi level via doping.
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Figure 4.2 : Linewidth, Γ, as a function of resonance energy, Eres, for the longitudinal
surface plasmon resonance of single gold nanorods. Experimental linewidths for all
single gold nanorods on quartz (ΓQ, blue stars) and binned in 0.03 eV intervals (ΓQbin,
blue circles) are compared to the linewidths calculated using a quasi-static model
(ΓQSM , gray line) and FDTD simulations (ΓFDTD, purple circles). A total of 60
spectra were calculated by FDTD simulations for nanorods with dimensions based
on the experimental size distribution, and the resulting data were binned in 0.03 eV
intervals.

4.3 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have compared single-particle absorption and scattering spectra of

many gold nanorods with a dispersity of width and length. The excellent agreement

between the full-wave calculated absorption spectra and the newly developed pho-

tothermal absorption spectroscopy validated the measure of pure absorption spectra

of nanostructures beyond the quasi-static regime, where absorption signals cannot be

approximated as extinction. The analysis of 60 calculated scattering spectra, whose

sizes fall within the experimental distribution, provides agreement of the trend in

the plasmon linewidth — resonance energy measured using single-particle dark field

scattering spectroscopy.
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Chapter 5

Circular Dichroism of Twisted AuNR Dimer

Circular dichroism measures the differential interaction of a system with left-handed

and right-handed circularly polarized light. Circular dichroism measurements are use-

ful for quantifying protein secondary structure composition, and have more recently

been employed to probe chiral nanomaterials which can have extraordinary circular

dichroism effects compared to their molecular counterparts. Here we study the scat-

tering circular dichroism of a simple chiral plasmonic system, a twisted side-by-side Au

nanorod dimer, using novel single-particle circular dichroism measurements compli-

mented with full electromagnetic simulations. This single-particle perspective enables

us to look at the effects of structural symmetry breaking, namely size-mismatch be-

tween the constituent Au nanorods, on the resulting circular dichroism spectrum. Our

findings show that a dimer of Au nanorods with similar size produces a monosignate

circular dichroism lineshape, while a size-mismatched Au nanorod dimer produces

a bisignate circular dichroism lineshape. This result is qualitatively predicted using

plasmon hybridization theory. Additionally, we provide a general method for cor-

recting for linear dichroism artifacts when measuring circular dichroism with slightly

elliptically polarized light, which is necessary for accurately reporting the circular

dichroism of highly dipolar nanostructures, such as side-by-side nanorods. Finally,

our simulations highlight the significant differences in the scattering and absorption

circular dichroism spectra for Au nanorod dimers under various symmetry breaking

geometries. This work provides a foundation of understanding the circular dichroism
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Figure 5.1 : Illustration of a gold nanorod interacting with light with different hand-
nesses

response of simple chiral plasmonic systems with both qualitative and quantitative

arguments and models to be expanded upon as the field of chiral nanomaterials con-

tinues to expand rapidly.

5.1 Introduction

Chiral molecules, asymmetric chemical structures possessing non-superimposable

mirror images [145], exhibit stereoselectivity in chemical reactions and biological in-

teractions [146, 146]. They are also the building blocks of life, imparting chirality

on macrobiological structures of various conformations [147, 148]. In both natural

and synthetic stereoselective reactions, the use of one chiral molecule rather than its

enantiomer can result in very different yields. Similarly, some enantiomers of proven

drugs are poisonous [149]. Therefore it is crucial to accurately determine molecular

chirality, which is usually quantified by circular dichroism (CD), the differential opti-

cal response of a system interacting with a left-handed circularly polarized (LCP) and

a right-handed circularly polarized (RCP) light [57]. CD spectroscopy is extensively

used in the field of biochemistry as it offers qualitative (folded vs. unfolded) and

quantitative (percent compositions of α-helix, β-sheet, random coils, etc.) insight
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into protein conformations [150], sugar binding [151], and DNA base-base interac-

tions [152].

In typical measurements of chiroptical activity, differential extinction signals are

acquired on ensembles of (macro-)molecules and the resulting CD lineshape is com-

posed of both positive and negative bands, due to the Cotton effect [153]. Energy

conservation requires that the overall integrated extinction CD spectrum is zero [33].

However, this sum rule does not hold when scattering or absorption CD signals are

measured separately [33, 154]. This distinction between scattering and absorption

vs. their sum, i.e. extinction, is especially important as the size of the chiral ob-

ject increases from a small molecule, for which scattering can often be completely

neglected. However, the scattering cross sections of macromolecules such as proteins

can be comparable to or even larger than their absorption cross sections. Busta-

mante et al. elegantly demonstrated in 1983, both theoretically and experimentally,

that the scattering contribution to the CD response is non-negligible when the size

of the macromolecule reaches 1/20th the wavelength of the incident light [154]. They

also reported a dramatic change in the lineshape of the scattering CD spectrum,

which exhibits only one band of a certain sign, while the corresponding absorption

CD spectrum possesses a bisignate lineshape [154]. This fundamental difference is

often neglected due to the overwhelming success in the technically less demanding

extinction-based ensemble CD measurements.

Recently, ensemble CD spectroscopy has been used to characterize chiral nano-

materials [18–21, 37, 41, 59, 60, 62–64, 155–166], which are of interest as negative re-

fraction metamaterials [159], miniaturized optical elements with giant chiroptical ef-

fects [19, 160], and enhanced (bio-)sensing platforms [59,161]. New chiral nanomate-
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rials have been developed through novel top-down fabrication [20,21,62,160,163,164]

and bottom-up synthesis [18,41,60,155–158,165,167] methods. These nanomaterials

are generally large enough that scattering cannot be neglected. Especially for plas-

monic nanostructures treating absorption and scattering separately is important as

one determines heat generation or hot electron production [168] and the other the

strength of the plasmonic antenna [169].

Measuring pure absorption and scattering independent of each other is non-trivial

at the ensemble level. In contrast, the single-particle technique most widely used for

plasmonic nanostructures, dark-field spectroscopy [68], exclusively measures scatter-

ing. Single-particle techniques are particularly important for studying chiral nanos-

tructures prepared by self-assembly techniques that enable the rapid formation of

three-dimensional objects with small interparticle gaps and hence strong plasmonic

coupling [170], but are inherently prone to introduce heterogeneity. Single-particle

studies on heterogeneous samples enable subtle structural changes to be directly re-

lated to changes in spectral properties [171]. However, despite the otherwise successful

use of single-particle spectroscopy very few studies exist on the CD response of chi-

ral plasmonic nanostructures [38,41,61,62,64]. Among these few reports, elegant CD

spectroscopy using non-linear spectroscopy [37,158,172] and near-field microscopy [62]

did not yield either pure absorption or scattering, while CD spectra measured in

dark-field scattering microscope [61] resulted from an achiral nanostructures due to

the geometry created by oblique angle excitation.

In this research, we demonstrate on side-by-side twisted Au nanorod (AuNR)

dimers, one of the simplest assembled chiral plasmonic nanostructures (Figure 5.2),

that, similar to proteins, the scattering CD spectrum of AuNR dimers is composed
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Figure 5.2 : Geometries and calculated linear and CD spectra of twisted AuNR
dimers. (A) Illustrations of twisted AuNR dimers with 3 representative twist angles
θ resulting in the associated point groups shown. (B) Plasmon hybridization diagram
for the side-by-side AuNR dimer system. The plus and minus signs denote the charge
of the plasmon oscillation and the arrows represent the directions of the overall dipole
moment.

of only one band. However, symmetry breaking results in a large change of the

CD spectrum. Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations reveal that the

appearance of a bisignate lineshape is mainly due to the size mismatch of the two

constituent AuNRs and an increase in twist angle.

5.2 Experimental Section

5.2.1 Nanoparticle Synthesis

Single AuNRs were purchased from NanoPartz with nominal dimensions of 22 ×

86 nm. AuNR dimers were prepared as described in Ma et al. using a citrate linker

molecule [41]. Briefly, AuNRs with an aspect ratio of 2.1 were prepared by a stan-

dard seeded growth method. The dimer formation was initiated through the addi-

tion of sodium citrate solution to the nanoparticle dispersion causing the AuNRs to
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oligomerize. The reaction was halted by drop casting the solution onto a substrate

approximately five minutes after the reaction was initiated, followed by drying with

ultra-pure N2 gas. The glass substrates were indexed for correlated SEM imaging 54

with a FEI Quanta 400 ESEM FEG using an electron beam energy of 15 keV. SEM

characterization revealed that no dimers with their twist axis perpendicular to the

substrate were observed.

5.2.2 Dark-Field Spectroscopy

The single-particle scattering experiments were performed using a typical dark-

field microscope setup. As shown in Figure 5.5 (A) an inverted microscope (Zeiss

AxioObserver m1) was used to measure the scattering CD of single nanoparticles.

Unpolarized light from a tungsten-halogen lamp was passed through a linear polarizer

(ThorLabs, LPVIS100) followed by a quarter-wave plate (Edmund Optics, #65–919,

working range 600 nm – 800 nm) with axes oriented ±45o relative to one another to

generate LCP or RCP light. An oil immersion condenser (Zeiss, NA = 1.4) was used

to pass high angle incident light to the sample interface where total internal reflection

occurred generating an evanescent wave which excited the nanoparticles. Scattered

light was collected with a 50× objective (Zeiss NA = 0.8) and passed through a slit

aperture towards a hyperspectral detection system, described previously [173]. For

each measurement day, the polarizer and waveplate orientations were adjusted by op-

timizing the circular polarized incident light using the bright-field microscope option

while monitoring the lamp spectrum. This procedure yielded the same functional

form of the correction factor , but magnitude and phase varied slightly.
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5.2.3 Simulation

A commercial simulator, Lumerical, based on the FDTD method was used to perform

the calculations. The AuNRs were modeled as hemispherically-capped cylinders with

the bulk metal dielectric function adopted from Johnson and Christy [1]. The mini-

mum mesh size was set to 0.5 nm to ensure convergence. An additional 4-nm-thick

dielectric layer with a refractive index nlayer = 2.2 was included in the model to ac-

count for the surfactants surrounding the chemically-synthesized AuNRs used in the

experiments [125]. The schematic diagrams of the FDTD model with and without a

glass substrate as well as additional details are provided in Figures 5.3. To approx-

imate evanescent wave excitation, the k-vector of the excitation was assumed to be

parallel to the dimer twist axis.

5.3 Results and Discussion

When two identical AuNRs are placed side-by-side, the resulting homo-dimer is

chiral if the twist angle θ between the AuNRs is between 0o and 90o (D2 point group,

Figure 5.2 (A)). A mirror plane exists though in the overall structure for θ= 0o and

90o (D2h and D2d point groups, respectively). Here we always refer to the AuNR dimer

as the chiral side-by-side twisted AuNR dimer. Although the determination of the

chirality from the dimer geometry is a simple ‘true-false’ question, the spectroscopic

CD response is far more complex.

Plasmon hybridization theory [174, 175], the plasmonic analogue of molecular or-

bital theory, offers intuitive predictions of the AuNR dimer CD response [33, 164].

By ignoring contributions from coupling of transverse and higher order modes, each

AuNR can be approximated as a giant dipole with energies ε (Figure 5.2 (B)). When
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Figure 5.3 : Schematic illustration of (A) a side view and (B) a front view of a
free-standing twisted AuNR dimer and a dimer on a substrate (C–D). The Carte-
sian coordinates of this system are shown in the inset. The spectra of the twisted
AuNR dimer were calculated using a commercially available finite-difference time do-
main (FDTD) package which provides the gridded solutions to the classical Maxwell’s
equations in the time domain. The red box represents the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) monitors, which record the scattering power. The green box defines the total-
field-scatter-field (TFSF) light source. The twisted AuNR dimer was approximated
as two hemispherically-capped cylinders. The energy-dependent optical constants of
the AuNR were adopted from the tabulated values for bulk gold reported by Johnson
and Christy [1]. In (C–D) the substrate had a refractive index of 1.5 (nsub = 1.50)
while the surrounding medium was assumed to be air (nmed=1.00). The wavelength
dependent scattering or absorption spectrum (scattering/absorption cross sections
(σscat/σabs) as a function of wavelength) was obtained by dividing the scattering or
absorption power by the light intensity: (σscat = Pscat/I0 or σabs = Pabs/I0). The
simulation was performed under LCP or RCP incident light with their k-vector ori-
entated along the dimer twist axis. A perfect matching layer (PML) defined the total
simulation volume (1000 nm × 1000 nm × 1000 nm).
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the AuNRs are close enough to couple, the degenerate energy levels split into a lower

energy bonding mode ε− and a higher energy anti-bonding mode ε+ (Figure 5.2 (B)).

For the bonding mode, the dipoles are aligned in an anti-parallel manner, therefore

relieving the repulsion of charge and resulting in a lower energy. Because the dipoles

nearly cancel out in this configuration, this lower energy bonding mode has a small

transition dipole moment and is mostly optically dark. On the other hand, for the

anti-bonding mode, the parallel alignment of dipoles gives rise to a higher energy

mode because of charge repulsion. As the dipoles add up constructively in this con-

figuration though, the anti-bonding mode can be excited optically. It is important to

note that the anti-bonding mode has a handedness that is the same as the handedness

of the AuNR dimer structure, while the bonding mode has an opposite handedness,

resulting in the two modes possessing CD responses of opposite sign [164].

Calculated absorption cross sections σabs as a function of wavelength, i.e. absorp-

tion spectra, of a AuNR dimer with a positive twist angle for excitation with LCP

and RCP light indeed showed two resonance maxima at 843 nm and 1049 nm, corre-

sponding to the anti-bonding and the bonding modes, respectively (Figures 5.4). The

charge density plots calculated at these two energies (Figure 5.4 (A) insets) confirm

this mode assignment. At the anti-bonding mode, this AuNR dimer with a posi-

tive twist angle (i.e., the (+)-enantiomer) absorbs RCP light stronger compared to

LCP light because the twist of the AuNR ‘seen’ second in the path of light propa-

gation matches with the twist direction of the circular polarization. Similarly at the

bonding mode, the (+)-enantiomer absorbs stronger under excitation with LCP light.

This differential absorption, ∆σabs = σLCPabs − σRCPabs , is illustrated by the absorption

CD spectrum in Figure 5.4 (B). The absorption CD spectrum displays the typical
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Figure 5.4 : FDTD simulations of the absorption spectra (A), absorption CD spectra
(B), scattering spectra (C), and scattering CD spectra (D) of twisted AuNR dimers
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enantiomer are shown in (A) and (C)). The charge plots shown in (A) were calculated
at 843 nm 1049 nm under LCP excitation, revealing the anti-bonding and bonding
nature of these resonances. The width and length of both AuNRs were 22 and 88
nm, respectively. The gap between the AuNRs was 8 nm with a twist angle of θ =
+16o.

bisignate lineshape associated with molecular CD spectra: one negative band at the

anti-bonding mode and one positive band at the bonding mode as indicated by the

two dotted lines. The CD spectrum of the same dimer with the opposite twist, i.e.

the (-)-enantiomer, is the mirror image of that of the (+)-enantiomer. At a first

glance, plasmon hybridization theory and the calculated absorption CD spectra sug-

gest a strong analogue of the AuNR dimer to the optical response of chiral molecules

that have been modeled with exciton coupling theory [57, 153]. We demonstrate in

the following paragraph that this analogy is not fully correct though, as scattering

also has to be considered.
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In contrast to absorption, the scattering spectra of the (+)-enantiomer calculated

with excitation using LCP and RCP light show only one resonance, which corresponds

to the anti-bonding mode (Figure 5.4 (C)). The corresponding scattering CD spec-

trum, ∆σscat = σLCPscat −σRCPscat , also has only one band (Figure 5.4 (D)). The absence of

the bonding mode can be explained within the electrostatic dipole limit considering

that the scattering cross section is proportional to the square of the polarizability β,

i.e. σscat = (k4/6π) · |β|2 where k is the wave vector [30]. For the bonding mode, the

anti-parallel alignment of the two AuNR dipoles results in a small value for the square

of the polarizability, resulting in a negligible contribution to both scattering and scat-

tering CD spectra [33]. Unlike scattering, absorption has only a linear dependence

on the imaginary part of the polarizability, i.e. σabs = k · Im[β] [30]. Therefore the

small residual dipole of the anti-bonding mode appears in the absorption spectra and

especially in the absorption CD spectra. Similar conclusions have been made from

simulations using a simpler coupled-dipole theory in quasi-static limit [33], while our

results have been obtained with full-wave electromagnetic simulations.

One of the characteristics of CD spectra is the sum rule. For molecular CD spec-

troscopy, it has been theoretically proven that the integrated CD signal is zero as

a result of energy conservation [33, 153, 176]. The fact that only one band is ob-

served in the scattering CD spectra (Figure 5.4 (D)) does not imply that this sum

rule breaks down though. When the CD signal of the total attenuated energy - the

sum of absorption and scattering - is considered for the AuNR dimer, we find that

for ∆σext = ∆σscat + ∆σscat the sum rule still applies. The drastic difference in the

scattering CD lineshape has been demonstrated in early work by Bustamante et al.

on proteins using ensemble circular intensity differential scattering techniques [154].
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However, little attention has been paid to this effect for chiral plasmonic nanostruc-

tures, mostly because ensemble CD spectra measure generally the extinction.

We collected single-particle scattering CD spectra in order to test this theoretical

model and also to understand the role of size mismatch in ‘real’ AuNR dimers. We first

had to establish a robust procedure for how to measure the scattering CD spectra of

individual nanostructures free from polarization artifacts introduced by a traditional

dark-field microscope. The incident light in our transmitted-light microscope was

circularly polarized and switchable between LCP and RCP using a combination of a

linear polarizer and a quarter-waveplate (Figure 5.5 (A)). LCP and RCP light passed

through an oil immersion dark-field condenser with an incident angle of 69o which

was larger than the critical angle at the glass-air interface to generate an evanescent

wave [61]. The dark-field condenser furthermore ensured that the excitation light

was incident from all 360o in-plane directions, resulting in an in-plane averaged CD

spectrum. This excitation geometry avoided contributions from an extrinsic CD signal

of achiral nanoparticles as reported recently [61].

The scattered light of the nanoparticles was collected by an objective and directed

to a hyperspectral detection system (Figure 5.5 (B) and Section 5.2) for the rapid

collection of spectra from a large numbers of nanoparticles, particular useful for the

correction of linear dichroism artifacts as discussed below. CD spectra are reported

as a unitless anisotropy factor, Percent CD = 100%×2(ILCP − IRCP )/(ILCP + IRCP ),

where ILCP and IRCP are the wavelength-dependent intensities of the nanoparticle

scattering with incident LCP and RCP light, respectively. This normalization al-

lows for the direct comparison of CD measurements from chiral nanoparticles with

significantly different scattering intensities.
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AuNRs identified by colored boxes for correlation to their spectra in panels
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intensity at the peak resonance wavelength, collected separately for these individual
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(G) Schematic representation of the electric field for elliptically polarized light with
the dipole orientations of the highlighted AuNRs in (A–C) overlaid. (H) Percent CD
collected from 99 single AuNRs as a function of their orientation before (red) and
after a correction factor was applied (blue). Calibration measurements from several
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as guides for the eye. The data points marked with the colored boxes correspond to
the AuNRs highlighted in Figure 5.5 (B) and 5.6 (A–C).
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We first considered the departure from perfect circular polarized excitation, which

is experimentally unfeasible to achieve with a dark-field condenser over a broad wave-

length range. It is well-established that CD measurements of oriented anisotropic

samples can lead to linear dichroism artifacts [177, 178], if even a small degree of

ellipticity exists for the circularly polarized excitation. To avoid this artifact, we

utilized a highly anisotropic achiral control, namely a single AuNR, to develop a

correction procedure. For randomly deposited achiral single AuNRs we observed a

systematic error in the measured CD signal as a function of their orientation that was

determined from the linear polarization dependence of their scattered light by rotat-

ing a polarizer in the detection path (Figure 5.6 (A–C)). Linear dichroism artifacts

manifest themselves in AuNR CD spectra because slight ellipticity of the incident

excitation results in LCP and RCP light having major axes offset relative to each

other by 90o. This unequal spatial distribution of the excitation field for the two

incident polarization conditions employed in the CD measurements results in AuNR

dipoles of different orientations interacting more strongly with either LCP or RCP

light despite the AuNR being achiral (Figure 5.6 (G)).

Based on the ‘false’ CD spectra of a total of 99 randomly orientated AuNRs, we

were able to calculate a correction factor that, when applied to the measured CD

spectra of chiral nanostructures, account for the ellipticity in the incident excitation

source. Figure 5.6 (H) plots the measured Percent CD determined at the plasmon

peaks, chosen to fall in the same wavelength range as the AuNR dimers, as a function

of AuNR orientation. The phase dependence of the systematic deviation from no

CD signal reflects the orthogonal major axes of elliptical LCP and RCP light that

preferentially excite AuNRs that are aligned parallel to these axes (Figure 5.6 (G)).
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Based on the data in Figure 5.6 (H), we developed a wavelength-independent correc-

tion factor to account for ‘false’ CD signals of achiral nanostructures caused by linear

dichroism. After application of the correction factor, the CD signal for single AuNRs

was reduced to within 10% of the scattering intensity with no apparent orientation

dependence (Figure 5.6 (H)), justifying our assumption that single AuNR are achiral

even though imperfections at the atomic level especially at the AuNR ends could

lead to a minor degree of chirality. Accordingly, we used 10% as our detection limit

for the CD spectra of chiral nanostructures. We stress that this correction factor

was not specific to AuNR dimers or even plasmonic nanoparticles, but represents a

general procedure that can be applied to the single-particle CD spectroscopy. Less

anisotropic scatterers can be accounted for by reducing the magnitude of the correc-

tion factor according to their anisotropy. A completely isotropic scatterer requires no

application of a correction factor. Measurement of spherical Au nanoparticles which

are achiral and approximately isotropic scatterers possessed no CD signal without the

application of a correction factor, supporting our linear dichroism correction methods

and ensuring systematic errors were not the origin of CD artifacts.

We successfully applied our single-particle scattering CD spectroscopy to individual

chiral AuNR dimers. Figure 5.7 (A) shows the scattering spectra under LCP and

RCP light excitation for a single dimer of AuNRs with similar lengths (termed as the

experimental homo-dimer) as confirmed by the scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image shown in the inset. In agreement with the model AuNR dimer discussed

in Figure 5.4, the resulting CD spectrum (Figure 5.7 (B)) clearly showed only one

negative scattering CD band above the detection limit, indicating that this homo-

dimer had a positive twist angle.
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Figure 5.7 : Experimental and calculated scattering and scattering CD spectra of two
AuNR dimers. (A) Scattering spectra recorded with incident LCP and RCP light
and the corresponding scattering CD spectrum (B) of a twisted dimer comprised
of two AuNRs with similar widths and lengths (i.e. homo-dimer) as determined
by correlated SEM imaging (inset in (a)). The red region in (B) denotes the 10%
detection limit determined from CD measurements of single AuNRs (Figure 5.6).
Panels (C) and (D) show the corresponding calculated spectra for a dimer comprised
of AuNRs with width × length dimensions of 20 nm × 54 nm and 20 nm × 54 nm.
The interparticle distance was 2 nm and the twist angle was θ = 12o. The surface
charge distribution calculated at 651 nm shows that this resonance corresponds to
the anti-bonding mode. (E) Scattering spectra recorded with incident LCP and RCP
light and the corresponding scattering CD spectrum (F) of a dimer comprised of two
AuNRs with distinctively different widths and lengths (i.e. hetero-dimer). Guided by
the SEM image, simulations for this hetero-dimer shown (G) and (H) were based on
AuNRs with width × length dimensions of 28 nm and 56 nm and 12 nm and 35 nm.
Best agreement with experiments was achieved with an interparticle distance of 2 nm
and a twist angle of θ = 45o. These parameters are not directly accessible through
the SEM images that only provide two-dimensional projects of the nanostructures.
Surface charge distributions calculated with the incident k-vector along the dimer
twist axis at the two CD peaks, 619 nm and 757 nm, indicate that these two resonances
correspond to the anti-bonding and bonding modes, respectively. The simulated CD
spectra were obtained by averaging all in-plane excitation directions (Figure 5.8). A
substrate with a refractive index of nsub = 1.5 was included in these calculations.
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FDTD calculations reproduce the single-particle spectra. To simulate the experi-

mental geometry of the condenser and evanescent wave excitation, the k-vector of the

excitation light was assumed to be parallel to the substrate and the CD spectrum was

averaged over two orthogonal k-vectors directions [58]. The intensity of the in-plane

averaged CD spectrum < CD >in−plane was half the magnitude of the simulated CD

for the k-vector parallel to the dimer twist axis (Figure 5.8), as the orthogonal in-

plane direction did not interact strongly with to the coupled AuNR dimer modes.

The AuNR dimensions were determined from the correlated SEM image, and a glass

substrate to support the dimers was included (Figure 5.3 (C–D)). The calculated

spectra agree well with the experiment for a twist angle of 12o (Figure 5.7 (C–D). A

twist angle of 8o was reported by ensemble measurements [41]. The surface charge

plot in Figure 5.7 (D) indicates that the CD peak at 651 nm indeed corresponds to the

bright anti-bonding mode. The small disagreement for the resonance maxima, which

were blue-shifted in the calculations, could have resulted from the limited structural

and orientation information of the SEM image.

Significant changes to the predicted single band scattering CD spectrum were ob-

served when instead a single hetero-dimer with significant size-mismatched AuNRs

was investigated (Figure 5.7 (E–F). The single-particle scattering spectra recorded

with LCP and RCP light (Figure 5.7 (E)) as well as the resulting scattering CD spec-

trum (Figure 5.7 (F)) clearly reveal the presence of the lower energy bonding mode

that is no longer dark, likely due to symmetry breaking as will be discussed in more de-

tail below. Such symmetry breaking results in a bisignate CD lineshape, and based on

the sign of the two peaks we conclude that this hetero-dimer is a (-)-enantiomer with

a negative twist angle θ. This type of heterogeneity, different enantiomers and homo-
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different in-plane excitation angles and the resulting in-plane-averaged CD spectrum
(blue). This AuNR homo-dimer had the same structural dimensions and dielectric
medium as considered in Figure refspectra. The Cartesian coordinates of this system
are defined in the inset. The CD spectrum CDk//−y is the result from the excitation
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identical because < CD >k//−x is two orders of magnitude smaller than < CD >k//−y.
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vs. hetero-dimers, are inaccessible by traditional ensemble CD spectroscopy [41].

Calculated scattering and CD spectra of this hetero-dimer (Figure 5.7 (G–H) based

on the correlated SEM image agreed with the major spectral features observed in the

single-particle experiment. A negative twist angle was required to match the sign of

the experimental bisignate lineshape confirming that this hetero-dimer is indeed a (-)-

enantiomer. The charge plots in Figure 5.7 (H) furthermore confirm the anti-bonding

and bonding nature of the higher and lower energy peaks, respectively. However,

some disagreement is noted between the measured and calculated spectra. In par-

ticular, in the calculated spectra the bonding mode was not as pronounced and the

relative intensity difference in the scattering spectra for LCP and RCP excitation

was significantly less. Although we have included the glass substrate, ligand capping

layers, in-plane averaged excitations, used an excessively large twist angle θ = −45o,

and have explored many combinations of the structural dimensions of the AuNRs,

no exact match to the experimental spectra could be achieved. A minor contribution

from out-of-plane excitation with the k-vector normal to the substrate plane was likely

in the experiments due to the nature of the total internal reflection excitation [179].

Further FDTD simulations of an ideal homo-dimer comparing in- and out-of-plane ex-

citations (Figure 5.9) revealed that the scattering CD contribution from out-of-plane

excitation is less than 10% compared to the CD generated by excitation along the

dimer twist axis and thus has only little effect on the CD lineshape. In addition to

limitations arising from extracting three-dimensional structure from two-dimensional

SEM images, the correction factor described in Figure 5.6 represents a wavelength-

averaged value over the 600–800 nm working range of the quarter-waveplate and could

have introduced some experimental errors.
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out-of-plane and in-plane excitations. This AuNR homo-dimer had the same struc-
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magnitude larger than CDk//−z. In addition, under our experimental excitation ge-
ometry and considering the orientation of the AuNR dimers relative to the substrate,
out-of-plane excitation (k//− z) was less likely to occur
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The bisignate scattering CD lineshapes observed for the hetero-dimer sample (Fig-

ure 5.7 (F,H) were largely the result of symmetry breaking caused by size mismatch

and an increased twist angle. To quantify these two factors, we again consider the

ideal homo-dimer discussed in Figure 5.4 and first introduce size mismatch by in-

creasing both the width and length of one AuNR by 20% so that the aspect ratio and

hence resonance remain constant. The simulated homo-dimer and hetero-dimer ab-

sorption and scattering CD spectra (Figures 5.10 (A–B) reveal that, compared to the

homo-dimer, the absorption CD increased for the bonding mode of the hetero-dimer

and the previously unobserved scattering CD signal at this resonance is now visible.

The mode assignment for both the homo- and hetero-dimers is given in Figure 5.11,

which shows the corresponding linear spectra and surface charge plots. The scattering

CD intensity at the bonding mode originates from the fact that the two anti-parallel

dipoles no longer completely cancel each other due to the size mismatch of the two

AuNRs [175].

A significantly larger twist angle of the AuNR dimer results in a bisignate lineshape

of the scattering CD. Figures 5.10 (C–D) illustrate the absorption and scattering CD

spectra of an ideal homo-dimer for twist angles of θ = 15o, 45o, and 75o. As the

twist angle is increased the bonding mode gains strength in both the absorption

CD and scattering CD spectra. With significant excitation of the bonding mode

at large twist angles, the scattering CD spectrum now shows a bisignate lineshape.

Symmetry breaking due to the presence of the substrate appears to have a minor

effect for this particular system (Figure 5.10 (E-F)). The simulations in Figure 5.10

considering simplified AuNR dimer geometries confirm that both a size mismatch

and an increased twist angle contribute to the experimentally observed scattering
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Figure 5.10 : FDTD simulations showing the effects of symmetry-breaking on the CD
spectrum of AuNR dimers. Calculated absorption (A) and scattering (B) CD spectra
of a twisted AuNR homo-dimer (green line) vs. a hetero-dimer (red line). The homo-
dimer dimensions were the same as in Figure 5.4, while a size mismatch was introduced
by increasing both width and length of the second AuNR by 20%. Varying width and
length equally ensured that aspect ratio was kept constant and therefore the resonance
energy did not change. The corresponding linear absorption and scattering spectra
as well as surface charge distributions are given in Figure S7. Calculated absorption
(C) and scattering (D) spectra of homo-dimers with three distinct twist angles of 15o

(green line), 45o (blue line) and 75o (maroon line). Calculated absorption (E) and
scattering (F) CD of the free-standing homo-dimer and homo-dimer on a substrate.
Apart from the twist angle the simulation parameters were the same as in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.11 : Calculated absorption (left) and scattering (right) spectra and the corre-
sponding surface charge plots of the (+)-enantiomer at the bonding and antibonding
modes under incident LCP and RCP light of the two AuNR dimers shown in Figure
5.10 (A–B). Panels (A) and (B) show the results for the homo-dimer (both AuNRs
had widths and lengths of 22 nm and 88 nm, respectively), while panels (C) and (D)
give the absorption and scattering spectra of the hetereo-dimer (AuNR dimensions
of 22 nm × 88 nm and 20% increase to 26.4 nm × 105.6 nm). Other simulation pa-
rameters are the same as described for Figures 5.4 and 5.3, in particular no substrate
present and a homogeneous surrounding medium with a refractive index of nmed =
1.45. A 20% increase in both width and length was chosen in order to not shift the
resonance energy of the larger AuNR.
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CD lineshape of the hetero-dimer (Figure 5.7 (F)). These results furthermore suggest

that the bisignate lineshape observed previously for a single twisted Au NR dimer [41]

likely belonged to a hetero-dimer as well.

5.4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated a detailed description of the CD lineshape of AuNR dimers

with emphasis on various forms of symmetry breaking, which naturally occurs in

assembled chiral nanostructures. Single-particle CD spectra were measured using a

conventional dark-field microscope, made possible through a correction procedure for

linear dichroism artifacts arising from imperfections in the incident circular polariza-

tion. Our experiments were complimented with simulations to disentangle, separately

for absorption and scattering, the effects of symmetry breaking on the linear and CD

spectra of twisted AuNR dimers. We found that the bisignate CD lineshape reported

for AuNR dimers based on ensemble extinction spectroscopy [41] is only observed

for strongly asymmetric hetero-dimers. A monosignate lineshape for the scattering

CD spectrum does not necessarily violate the sum rule that applies to extinction

spectroscopy. Our single-particle CD method can be readily adapted to numerous

other chiral nanoparticle systems, exemplified by twisted nanoribbons [64], as the

field of chiral nanomaterials continues to rapidly expand and requires a detailed un-

derstanding between structural parameters and chiroptical activity in chiral nanoscale

assemblies [21,155,180].
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Chapter 6

Synthesis and Single-Molecule Imaging of Highly

Mobile Adamantane-Wheeled Nanocars

The synthesis and single-molecule imaging of two inherently fluorescent nanocars

equipped with adamantane wheels is reported. The nanocars were imaged using 4,4-

difluoro-4-bora-3a, 4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY) as the chromophore, which was

rigidly incorporated into the nanocar chassis via Sonogashira cross-coupling chemistry

that permitted the synthesis of nanocars having different geometries. In particular,

studied here were four- and three-wheeled nanocars with adamantane wheels. It was

found that, for the fourwheeled nanocar, the percentage of moving nanocars and the

diffusion constant show a significant improvement over p-carborane-wheeled nanocars

with the same chassis. The three-wheeled nanocar showed only limited mobility due

to its geometry. These results are consistent with a requisite wheel-like rolling motion.

We furthermore developed a model that relates the percentage of moving nanocars

in single-molecule experiments with the diffusion constant. The excellent agreement

between the model and the new results presented here as well as previous single-

molecule studies of fluorescent nanocars yields an improved understanding of motion

in these molecular machines∗.

∗This chapter is based on a published manuscript entitled ”Synthesis and Single-Molecule Imaging

of Highly Mobile Adamantane-Wheeled Nanocars” in ACS Nano (2013) [65]

http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/nn304584a
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Figure 6.1 : Illustration of surface rolling nanocars

6.1 Introduction

Miniaturizing devices and machines such as motors [181,182] switches [183], turn-

stiles [184], and barrows [185] to the molecular level has been accomplished by means

of organic synthesis. These nanomachines were inspired by their macroscopic counter-

parts. A family of nanovehicles [186], termed nanocars, was developed to translate on

surfaces with controlled directionality. These nanocars are akin to their macroscopic

analogues in the sense that they consist of a chassis, axles, and wheels. The ultimate

goal would be to utilize nanocars to transport cargo from one place to another [187],

with the nanocars incorporating a device that imitates an engine, providing transla-

tional motion from an external energy source [187–189].

The first generations of nanocars were equipped with carbon-based C60 wheels

[190,191].These nanocars demonstrated directional movement on a gold surface using

a STM tip to electrically induce the motion. However, when trying to integrate a

light-driven molecular motor that can convert light energy into rotational motion,

it was found that the C60 wheels quenched the photoisomerization process of the

molecular motor [192–194]. For this reason, p-carborane wheels were used, which
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are also spherical and can rotate symmetrically along a single bond. A series of

p-carborane-wheeled nanocars with different functionalities have been synthesized,

including a dipolar nanocar [195], self-assembled nanocars [196], nanotrains [197],

and a motorized nanocar [187]. Most of these nanocars were intended to be studied

using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) because this technique offers excellent

atomic resolution. However, only few of them have been successfully imaged using

STM, in large part due to the lengthy time periods often required to acquire high-

quality STM images.

Seeking an alternative imaging method, single-molecule fluorescence microscopy

(SMFM) was chosen to track individual nanocars and calculate their mobility on

nonconductive substrates [2, 198]. Even though this method does not provide the

atomic resolution offered by STM, it allows localization of individual fluorophores

within a few nanometers and also yields rapid results, two crucial requirements for

progress in the field.

The first approach to visualize nanocars on glass using SMFM involved attachment

of the TRITC dye to the nanocars (1 shown in Figure 6.2), but the nanocars showed

low mobility (20–25% moving vehicles), possibly caused by strong electrostatic inter-

actions between TRITC and the glass surface [3, 199]. Next we synthesized a family

of inherently fluorescent nanocars (2 shown in Figure 6.2) featuring a 4,4-difluoro-4-

bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY) core as part of the nanocar axles (fluorescent

green part of the molecular structure), which showed a significant increase in mobility

(45% moving vehicles) compared to the TRITC-tagged nanocars 1 [2,200]. However,

nearly half of the BODIPY-based nanocars remained stationary under the imaging

conditions. Since the ultimate goal is to use nanocars to transport nanocargo, it is
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desirable to maximize the number of moving molecules.

In order to maximize the number of moving nanocars, the surface–wheel interaction

influences were studied. By recording the mobility of the BODIPY-based nanocar on

different functionalized glass surfaces [2], it was found that, when the hydrophilicity

of the surface increases, the motion of nanocars is hindered via stronger interac-

tions between the p-carborane wheels and the glass surface. Therefore, to modify

the interactions between the glass surface and the nanocars, different wheels can be

affixed. The geometry of the candidate should preferably be of comparable size to the

nanocar, relatively spherical and symmetrical. Adamantane was chosen in the present

work since it fulfills those requirements (see the comparison in Figure 6.3). Most im-

portantly, it was hypothesized that the negligible polarity of its C–H bonds would

lessen the interactions between the nanocar and the glass surface, thereby increasing

the mobility of the nanocars. A size and shape comparison of three of our studied

wheel systems, C60, p-carborane, and adamantane, is shown on Figure 6.3. Capitaliz-

ing upon the adamantane-wheeled systems, nanocar 3 in Figure 6.2 was designed to

move in a straight line on surfaces while the T-shaped three-wheeled analogue 4 in

Figure 6.2 is expected to exhibit little or no motion given that only two of its three

adamantane wheels are aligned.

6.2 Experimental Section

6.2.1 Materials and Methods

Glass coverslips (Fisher Scientific 12-545-F 24X50-1) were used as the substrate.

They were first cleaned by sonication in soap (LIQUIDNOX, ALCONOX) for 15 min,

rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and then dried with nitrogen. The cleaning steps
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Figure 6.2 : Molecular models of the TRITC-tagged nanocar 1, the four-wheeled
p-carborane BODIPY nanocar 2, the four-wheeled adamantane BODIPY nanocar 3,
and the three-wheeled T-shaped adamantane BODIPY nanocar 4. A Y-shaped three-
wheeled adamantane BODIPY nanocar 5 was also successfully synthesized but due
to impurities present, the single-molecule tracking results of 5 was not reported. The
blue/fluorescent green part of the molecular structure show the fluorescent part of
the molecules (blue for TRITC dye and fluorescent green for BODIPY). The enlarged
molecular structure of p-carborane and adamantane are shown in the inset.
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C60 p-carborane adamantane

Figure 6.3 : Space-filling models of C60, p-carborane, and adamantane (from left to
right). Noted that p-carborane and adamantane have similar volume.

were repeated three times before oxygen plasma cleaning (Harrick Plasma PDC-32G)

at ∼200 mTorr for 2 min. The cleaned coverslips were stored in DI water until used.

Single-molecule fluorescence imaging was carried out on a home-built sample scanning

fluoresecnce microscope that is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.4. Circularly

polarized 514 nm excitation was provided by an Ar+ laser (Modu-Lasser Stellar-Pro).

The laser beam was expanded before entering an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert

200) to achieve a diffraction-limited excitation spot. Fluorescence was collected in

an epi-illumination geometry by an oil-immersion objective (Zeiss Fluar) and then

directed to an avanlanche photodiode detector (Perkin-Elmer SPCM-AQR-15). The

oil is used to match the refractive index to that of the coverslip, thereby increasing

the collection angle for the emitted fluorescence, as it is important to collect as many

photons as possible in these single-molecule experiments. The oil is in contact with

the objective and the bottom surface of the coverslip; the nanocars are on top of the

glass coverslip. Therefore, the oil does not contact the nanocars. A dichroic mirror

and a notch filter were used to separate the fluorescence from the excitation beam.

The samples were placed on a XYZ piezoelectric scanning stage (Physik Instrumente

P-517.3CL), which was controlled by a surface probe controller (RHK Technology
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SPM 1000). Images with dimensions of 10 µm × 10 µm consisting of 128 × 128

pixels were acquired by moving the sample across the excitation spot with a scanning

speed of 1 pixel/ms (top part of Figure 6.4). Typical excitation powers at the sample

were 500 nW. All measurements were carried out at room temperature and in an

ambient air atmosphere.

6.2.2 Synthetic Procedure

The synthesis procedures of 1 and 2 are reported in previus literatures [3] and

[2, 200], respectively. Nanocars 3 and 4 are reported in the published article, upon

which this chapter is based [65]. It is noteworthy that the reaction was very efficient

given that it was a triple coupling.

6.3 Results and Discussion

The mobility of three different nanocars was investigated by single-molecule flu-

orescence imaging of the four- and three-wheeled adamantane nanocars 3 (Figure

6.2) and 4 (Figure 6.2); and the four-wheeled p-carborane nanocar 2, shown in Fig-

ure 6.3. The latter has been studied previously and was measured here again for

direct comparison between nanocars with the same chassis but different wheels [2].

An example of the fluorescence imaging is shown for 3 in Figure 6.5. The mobil-

ity of the nanocars was determined from fluorescence images taken as a function of

time. Each series of time-lapse images contained 20 frames and was analyzed us-

ing a Matlab particle-tracking program, which can account for photoblinking and

photobleaching of fluorescent molecules [199]. Specifically, the bright spots in the

fluorescence image in Figure 6.5 (A) represent individual nanocar molecules, which

were identified based on an intensity threshold and the shape of the fluorescent spot.
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Figure 6.4 : Schematic of the scanning single-molecule fluorescence microscope that
uses an avalanche photodiode detector (APD) to gather data. An example fluores-
cence images with dimensions of 10 µm × 10 µm consisting of 128 × 128 pixels
is shown. Light spots with fluorescent intensity larger than a pre-defined threshold
is identified as molecules (red circles). These light spots were then fit with a 2D
Gaussian fuction as the model point-spread function (top-right image)
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A two-dimensional Gaussian function was fit to each spot in the first image frame

taken. The centroids of the Gaussian functions were regarded as the starting positions

of the nanocars. Nanocars identified in subsequent frames were associated with those

in previous frames, creating trajectories of position versus time for each individual

molecule. To visually illustrate this, Figure 6.5 (B–E) shows a time series of frames

at a higher magnification for the red square marked in Figure 6.5 (A). The movement

of individual nanocars is clearly seen in these images: the two nanocars in the up-

per and lower right quadrants move toward the outermost corners of their respective

quadrants, while the bright spot in the upper left quadrant remains stationary and

serves as a reference point. In Figure 6.5 (F), a single-molecule trajectory is provided

as calculated from 10 fluorescence images until photobleaching occurred. Molecules

were categorized into “moving” and “stationary” nanocars based on the displacement

compared to the localization error obtained from the Gaussian fit. If the displace-

ment in at least two frames was larger than twice the localization error, the nanocars

were considered to be moving. The ratio of moving nanocars marked by the yellow

circles and stationary nanocars indicated by the purple circles is 15:4 for 3 (Figure

6.5). It should be noted that the threshold for identifying the moving nanocars was

increased by a factor of 2 compared to earlier studies as we found that this threshold

change allowed for a better distinction between moving and stationary nanocars, but

otherwise, this threshold change had no significant effect on the results.

Two-dimensional diffusion constants for individual nanocars were calculated from

single-molecule trajectories using a mean square displacement (MSD) analysis [201,

202]. We have previously used an analysis that did not average the displacements for a

given time interval, but instead gave each time step an equal weight [2,3,199]. Because
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Figure 6.5 : (A) Fluorescence image of 3. The yellow circles indicate moving nanocars,
whereas the stationary nanocars are highlighted by purple circles. (B–E) Time-lapse
images (2 µm × 2 µm) of the nanocars in the red dotted square in (A). The red
cross at the center provides a reference frame to visualize the displacement of the two
nanocars in the upper and lower right quadrants. (F) Single-molecule trajectory of 3.
The error bars represent the x–y localization uncertainties determined from fitting a
two-dimensional Gaussian function to the fluorescence spot in each image. The inset
shows the mean square displacement as calculated from the trajectory as a function
of time. The linear fit yields the diffusion constant.
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recent simulations demonstrated that the MSD analysis generally yields a smaller un-

certainty in the calculated diffusion constants [201], we adopted this analysis for the

current study. The MSD analysis for the single-molecule trajectory in Figure 6.5 (F)

is shown in the inset. By applying this procedure to all moving nanocars, their diffu-

sion constants were calculated. The distributions of diffusion constants for all three

nanocars studied here are summarized in Figure 6.6 (A), which also lists the average

diffusion constants and percentages of moving nanocars. Errors for the average diffu-

sion constant and the percentage of moving nanocars were calculated based on three

independent measurements of at least 100 molecules each. Importantly, we tested the

effects of all changes in the analysis procedure on the previously studied p-carborane-

wheeled nanocar and found that the average diffusion constants and percentage of

moving nanocars were comparable within the error of the measurement.

Comparing the two four-wheeled nanocars, which only differed by the type of wheel

attached to the BODIPY-based chassis, we found that the new adamantane-wheeled

nanocars 3 have a slightly larger diffusion constant (Figure 6.6 (A)) compared to

the p-carborane nanocars 2. This result can be explained by the different interaction

energies between the glass surface and the two different types of wheels. The adaman-

tane wheels are hydrocarbons that interact with the glass via weak van der Waals

forces. Such interactions are significantly smaller than the B–H···O hydrogen bonding

between the p-carborane wheels with the oxygen of the glass substrate [2,3,198]. We

focus on the interaction between nanocar wheels and substrate in this research. A

discussion of the effect of surface roughness on the mobility of nanocars has been de-

scribed in previous publications [2]; this prior research indicated that surface rough-

ness affects the mobility of nanocars significantly less than the interaction of the
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Figure 6.6 : (A) Distribution of diffusion constants of the four-wheeled adaman-
tane nanocar 3, three-wheeled adamantane trimer 4, and the BODIPY-based four-
wheeled p-carborane nanocar 2. The average diffusion constants of the nanocars are
shown in the legend. Percentages in the legend correspond to the fraction of mov-
ing nanocars and are proportional to the areas under the curves. (B) Fraction of
moving nanocars Pmoving as a function of the experimentally determined diffusion
constant D. The data points also include previous measurements of the four-wheeled
p-carborane nanocar 2 on different surfaces and a TRITC-tagged p-carborane nanocar
1 [2,3]. The colored symbols in (B) correspond to the analogously colored lines shown
in (A). The solid line was calculated from the two-dimensional random walk model
(equation 6.2) with average experimental localization error of Λexp = 200 nm. The
dashed line was calculated by fitting the data points to equation 6.2 instead, yielding
a localization error of Λfit = 213 nm, which is in excellent agreement with exper-
iments. Within experimental error, there is also excellent agreement between the
measurements for 3 reported here and our earlier results, which were carried out
independently from each other.
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wheels with the surface.

Assuming an energy-activated process for the nanocar movement, the fraction of

moving nanocars is also an important characteristic of the nanocar mobility in ex-

periments with finite measurement times, in addition to the diffusion constant, and

should increase with increasing diffusion constant. This is indeed observed as illus-

trated by the integrated area under the histograms in Figure 6.6 (A), which also

summarizes the values for the diffusion constant and fraction of moving nanocars.

These results demonstrate our ability to tune the mobility of the nanocars through

the interaction between the nanocar wheels and the substrate. While we previously

changed the chemistry of the substrate [2], here we have manipulated the nanocar

movement by changing the wheels.

We can furthermore theoretically explain the relationship between the diffusion

constant and the percentage of moving nanocars by a two-dimensional diffusion model

that is based on the random walk theory. The probability P (r, t) of finding a diffusing

molecule on a two-dimensional surface can be expressed as:

P (r, t) =
exp[−r2/8Dt]√

8πDt
(6.1)

where r is the radial distance from the starting position, t is the time, and D is the

diffusion constant. Experimentally, the moving nanocars are those which move by

more than twice the localization error Λ within the 30 s it takes to acquire an image.

The fraction of moving nanocars Pmoving can then be obtained by integrating P (r, t)

from r = Λ to r =∞, yielding

Pmoving = exp[−Λ2/8Dt] (6.2)
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On the basis of this model, the fraction of moving nanocars is therefore directly

related to the diffusion constant, in excellent agreement with our single-molecule

imaging results. Using an average experimental localization error of Λexp = 200 nm,

Figure 6.6 (B) illustrates the relationship given by equation 6.2. The experimental

data points for the three nanocars discussed here and summarized in Figure 6.6

(A) are in excellent agreement with this model. Furthermore, we have included the

data from our previous work on BODIPY-based p-carborane nanocars on different

surfaces and a TRITC-tagged nanocar 1, Figure 6.2 [2, 3]. Only the latter deviates

from the predicted behavior, which is understandable considering that the TRITC

dye was attached at the end of the nanocar chassis and likely impeded the movement

of some nanocars by acting as a local surface anchor, thereby reducing the fraction of

moving nanocars while not affecting the diffusion constant for the mobile nanocars.

In addition, a fit of the data points to equation 6.2 yields a localization error of Λfit

= 213 nm, in excellent agreement with the experimentally estimated value for Λexp

= 200 nm.

Comparing the mobility of 3 versus 4 allowed us to again address the mechanism

of the nanocar movement. 4 shows some mobility, but the diffusion constant and

the percentage of moving nanocars decreased significantly compared to 3 (Figure

6.6). If the nanocars were only hopping or sliding on the surface, we would expect

that the trimer 4 would show a higher mobility because they have one fewer wheel

and thus reduced interaction energy with the substrate. However, we observed the

opposite as 3 has a higher mobility than 4. The small but nonzero mobility of 4

could be explained assuming that some of those nanocars move using only the two

wheels aligned at 180o while the third wheel projects upward and occasionally acts as
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a brake when surface-bound. These results are therefore in excellent agreement with

previous experimental studies and molecular dynamics simulations, which showed a

wheel-assisted moving mechanism of nanocars [3, 191,203].

6.4 Conclusion

Our single-molecule measurements presented here not only support our previous

study, which concluded that the interaction energy between the nanocar wheels and

the glass substrate determines the mobility of the nanocars [2, 198], but also suc-

cessfully demonstrate the feasibility of changing the wheels to further improve the

mobility of nanocars, giving guidance for the future molecular design of efficient nan-

otransporters. The comparison of the diffusion constants and percentage of moving

nanocars between the four-wheeled nanocar 3 and the three-wheeled nanocar 4 fur-

thermore validates the wheel-like rolling mechanism suggested for the movement of

these molecular machines.
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Figure 6.7 : Color illustration of the four-wheel adamantane BODIPY nanocar 3,
which shows the highest mobility
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